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Contact Chameleon Sales for more information:
Tel 0161 928 0966 • E-mail chameleonsales@cartwright-group.co.uk • Web www.chameleonfloor.com

Change the way you think about your living environment

Why lose a substantial part of your property to a swimming pool room, when you can 
double your living area with the Chameleon Powered Floor System.

The fitment of a Chameleon Powered Floor System means the space normally just allocated 
for a pool can now be used for a variety of purposes or recreational activities.

With options for both indoor and outdoor fitment the possibilities are endless.





Welcome
Sytner Group is the UK’s leading retailer of new and 

used luxury, prestige and specialist cars. 

Richard Johnson, Head of Sales 
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Manchester

Telephone 01565 700000
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Peckforton Castle, Stonehouse Lane, Peckforton, Tarporley, Cheshire CW6 9TN   01829 260 930

www.peckfortoncastle.co.uk

An enchanting Hotel in 
the heart of Cheshire…

Captivating  Memorable  Inspiring  Magical  Enchanting  Romantic  Enticing  Unique…Captivating  Memorable  Inspiring  Magical  Enchanting  Romantic  Enticing  Unique…

Rising majestically above the Cheshire 
landscape, the castle is both enigmatic and 
enchanting. Originally the home of Lord 

Tollemache and built in the early 19th Century, this 
Grade I listed building is the only intact medieval 
style Castle in the country. Over the years the castle 
has been the location for numerous movies including 
Robin Hood and Dr Who.

Now owned by the Naylor family, the stunning 
exterior has been complemented by a loving and 
considered restoration programme resulting in a 

magni� cent hotel and venue o� ering contemporary 
luxury and impeccable service. Services include 48 
stunning individual guest rooms, conference, events, 
and wedding facilities for up to 180. Tranquility 
beauty, on site Falconry and team activities all 
adding up to a rather magical experience.

Dining at the Castle truly is a special occasion, 
welcoming the public as well as hotel guests. 
The 1851 Restaurant o� ers a dining experience 
� t for royalty. Holder of 2 AA Rosettes and a Taste 
Cheshire Award. Alternatively the more informal and 

cosmopolitan 2010 Brasserie, located in the former 
scullery of the castle, features many of the amazing 
features of the original scullery including two cast 
iron cooking ranges dating back to the 1840’s.

Peckforton Castle’s enchanting medieval style beauty 
and stunning location make it a truly impressive 
and desirable venue for weddings, christenings, 
birthday parties, or just about anything that’s worth 
celebrating. Everything plays a part; the fabulous 
setting, stunning location, the attentive service and 
smiling faces, the bespoke menus and decorations.

A magni� cent venue for conferencing and meetings. 
Within the medieval walls, old and new combine 
seamlessly to o� er state of the art multi media and 
conference facilities.

Captivating on arrival, Peckforton Castle’s unspoilt, 
natural beauty will stimulate and motivate, delight 
the eye, inspire the mind, tantalise the taste buds 
and leave you enchanted.

www.facebook.com/Peckforton.Castle @peck1



since we are an authorised Rolls-Royce Motor 
cars Dealer, you are assured peace of mind in 
the knowledge that whether you’re buying a 
new or Pre-owned Rolls-Royce Motor car, it has 
undergone the most stringent checks prior to 
being offered for sale. every enquiry we receive 
is given personal attention. our sales team is fully 
committed to offering a first class service for you 
to enjoy what we believe to be a truly unique 
buying experience of this superb marque.

IntRoDuctIon

When it comes 
to local 
property we know 
all the movers 
and shakers.

Obviously, we 
prefer the movers.

Savills. More than you’re looking for. 

savills.co.uk  

Savills Chester
Charlie Kannreuther 
22 Lower Bridge Street
Chester CH1 1RS
01244 323232
chester@savills.com

Savills Wilmslow
Mark Holden 
6 Water Lane
Wilmslow SK9 5AA
01625 417450 
wilmslow@savills.com

West Midlands
Tony Morris-Eyton 
Hall Court
Telford TF3 4NF
01952 239500
westmidlands@savills.com

SA61950 Rolls Royce Mag Black Book WPB.indd   1 23/05/2012   13:37
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T H E  R O L E X  B O U T I Q U E  AT  P R E S TO N S ,  W I L M S LO W

Choosing your Rolex watch should be a special and enjoyable experience. At Prestons Wilmslow, our dedicated 

Rolex boutique showcases the finest collection of Rolex Oyster and Cellini models in the region.

Sales Manager Philip Moore explains the Prestons retail philosophy thus, “It’s all about impartial advice and 

sharing that knowledge, everyone at Prestons has full training, many years of experience in handling the Rolex 

collection and are all as enthusiastic about the Rolex brand as the most passionate collector. We will always try to 

assist without any pressure to buy, plus we welcome part exchange.”

Conveniently situated aside the Prestons main showroom on Water Lane, the boutique was designed by Rolex 

Geneva and the ambiance perfectly suits the spirit of the brand, luxuriously elegant and sited not too far from Prestons 

famous Aquarium Bar in the centre of the showroom, which serves champagne from noon and bucks fizz before.

To assist with bracelet shortening, after sales and servicing, our onsite watchmaker is time served with Rolex and 

has the experience, knowledge and all the equipment on hand to service and refurbish to ‘as new’ condition. 

With the right care a Rolex watch will literally last a lifetime.

13 WATER LANE,  WILMSLOW
CHESHIRE SK9 5AE
T:  01625 416 330

ALSO AT BOLTON & LEEDS PRESTONSDIAMONDS.CO.UK



www.richardsmithbespoke.co.uk
richard@richardsmithbespoke.co.uk

0161 832 1995
COUTURE TAILORING
MENS PERSONAL

RICHARD SMITH
bespoke

2a ST MARY’S STREET, 
MANCHESTER, M3 2LB

LOCATED: OFF DEANSGATE, 
ADJACENT TO KENDALS. NEXT DOOR TO GAUCHO GRILL 



showRooM
Head of sales, Richard Johnson has been involved with 
the selling of prestige cars since 1987, and says that the 
success of Rolls-Royce is simple  “There is nothing else 
to choose after the decision to purchase a Rolls-Royce 
Phantom, there is nothing else in its class that sells as 
many of these cars. In 2005, there were 796 world wide 
retail sales of Phantoms, that is allegedly nearly double 
the sales of its nearest competitive car”.
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showRooM
Rolls-Royce Motor cars Manchester showroom is based on Manchester Road, in 
Knutsford, cheshire. the town of Knutsford is true to itself and its history, as the original 
home of henry Royce is only half a mile away from our showroom door!

Lloyds TSB Private Banking Limited. Registered office: 25 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7HN. Registered in England and Wales no. 2019697. 
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority under number 122626.

Investment Expertise  •  Personal Banking  •  Financial Advice 

From taking over the Family vineyard 
to developing a global wine brand.

The journey to wealth is often an inspiring one, full of surprising twists and 
turns. It is rarely easy, but ultimately it is immensely rewarding. To many  

of those who embark on it, the experience is unique.

We understand, which is why we are able to foster close working relationships 
with all our Private Banking clients. We believe it is the best way to ensure 

you make the most of your wealth, and enjoy the journey.

to begin a unique journey with us, email private.banking@lloydstsb.co.uk

XLOCNM061214719_LL0541_121201.indd   1 06/06/2012   16:55
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showRooM
In our showroom we have our own locally created 
gallery of caricatures - framed of all our purchasers of 
this magnificent motor car, and this has now become 
a particular talking point when clients call to see us.
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DREAMS COME TRUE AT THE HOTEL MARTINEZ

On postcards depicting the French Riviera, the Martinez is known 
for stylish living and its eminent position on the famous “Boulevard 
de la Croisette” of Cannes.

As vast as sumptuous, this legendary 5 star hotel is an outstanding 
building with 409 rooms and suites including the Penthouse Suite 
of 1000 sq. m, one of the largest in Europe, as well as the Prestige 
Sea View rooms and suites. These latest have been decorated in Art 
Deco style mixed with lightness of the Roaring Twenties.

Fine dining is possible thanks to the three restaurants managed 
by Christian Sinicropi, the Executive Chef: “La Palme d’Or” (2 
Michelin Stars for more than 20 years) on the first floor, its balcony 
overlooking La Croisette. “Le Relais”, to enjoy a bistro cuisine, 
alongside the Bar “L’Amiral”, celebrated in Cannes for its hospitality 
and piano bar atmosphere...

Last but not least “Zplage Beach Club”, open during the season, is 
an absolute must in Cannes with its restaurant menu inspired by 
flavors from all over the world, 400 sun-loungers, water sports…

The hotel also boasts an outdoor heated swimming pool and the 
900 sq.m Beauty Spa L.Raphael specialized in anti-aging and 
slimming treatments using oxygen, ultrasound and ultra-gravity 
therapies a very special place for wellbeing. Our more sporty guests 
can enjoy a free access 24h/24 to the fully equipped fitness centre.

Hotel Martinez – 73 La Croisette – Cannes 
Tel. +33 (4) 92 98 73 00 

www.hotel-martinez.com
www.facebook.com/martinezhotel



Rolls-Royce Motor cars Manchester are entirely 
committed to providing the care and attention our 
customers deserve. although our main hours of business 
are shown here, you are welcome to contact us to 
arrange an alternative appointment.

Rolls-Royce Motor cars Manchester
Manchester Road, Knutsford
cheshire
wa16 0st

Telephone:  01565 700000
Facsimile:  01565 700001

Opening Hours:
Monday - Friday 8:30am - 6:00pm
Saturday  9:30am - 4:00pm
Sunday  By appointment
www.rolls-roycemotorcars-manchester.co.uk

showRooM

RollS-RoyCe MoToR CaRS 
ManCHeSTeR

Visit one of our 6 inspirational showrooms and 
discover over 200 bathrooms on display from 
leading bathroom brands.

Burnley T: 01282 722 075

Blackburn T: 01254 271 071

Halifax T: 01422 364 391

Hull T: 01482 659 019

Sheffield T: 01142 301 897

Stockton T: 01642 616 777

jhbathrooms.com

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication”
Leonardo da Vinci

Advert Chosen.indd   1 14/09/2012   10:06
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Rolls-Royce MotoR caRs 
ManchesteR awaRDeD Rolls-Royce 
GloBal DealeR of the yeaR
Rolls-Royce Motor cars Manchester are on top of the world!

Rolls-Royce Motor cars Manchester, based in Knutsford won the coveted Global Dealer of the year award at 
the recent Global Dealer conference held in new york. >>
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Rolls-Royce MotoR caRs 
ManchesteR awaRDeD 
Rolls-Royce GloBal DealeR 
of the yeaR
with 90 Rolls-Royce dealers across the world and a record breaking year for 
worldwide sales with over 3,000 cars sold there was strong competition facing the 
team in Knutsford however it was their unfaltering dedication to customer service and 
enthusiasm to grow the business that impressed the manufacturer the most.

Jon crossley, Managing Director said,  “at the beginning of the evening I was delighted 
to find out we had retained our title from 2010 as Regional Dealer of the Year for UK, 
europe and south africa, but then to have won the Global award in addition to this 
was a very special moment for us all. having worked so well as a team and increasing 
our sales by 67% from 2010 it feels fantastic to know that Rolls-Royce is equally 
delighted with passion for the brand and the results we have achieved.

“with such a staggering amount of sales in places like the far east (particularly china) 
these days, it is a real testament to our company that Rolls-Royce has awarded us with 
such a fantastic title as Global Dealer of the year! >>

ONE LUXURY BRAND RECOGNISES ANOTHER.

Opulence becomes the only Indian jewellery brand to be featured in

The Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Club Yearbook 2012 (RREC).

It is a matter of great pride for Opulence to accelerate to being the only jewellery brand to get featured in The Rolls-
Royce Enthusiasts’ Club Yearbook of Excellence. By appearing in the category dedicated to ‘exquisite’, Opulence steers 
excellence, class and perfection to a new direction. It is this passion that drives one iconic luxury brand to recognise 

another!

Created in 2007 with the vision of being a global iconic jewellery brand from India, Opulence strives to offer an 
experience like never before. Differentiation, exclusivity and individualism come naturally to them not just for every 
dazzling jewellery piece that they create, but also in the aesthetics of every store that they open. Opulence Lounge has 
its flagship store in Bandra, Mumbai. The jewellery consultants will be your soulmate and cater to all your requirements.

Imbibing the highest ethical processes and integrity in all its transactions, Opulence aims to infuse an eternal confidence 
and trust in its brand, reassuring the highest value for every purchase made at its outlet. 

Best diamonds in the world and a global design team together create perfect pieces that are truly rare and unique. 
Extraordinary collections have won for the brand acclaimed awards such as the Town and Country Award (2007) and 

the Retail Jewellers Award (2009). 

Its proud association includes Tarun Tahiliani, Saba Ali Khan and Rolls Royce Enthusiasts’ Club Yearbook to name a few.

A long-term commitment to clients and a very personal and emotional attachment to their brand is what 
makes Opulence the first choice of today’s women. 

Opulence
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Rolls-Royce MotoR caRs 
ManchesteR awaRDeD 
Rolls-Royce GloBal 
DealeR of the yeaR 
“Of course, Sir Henry Royce lived in Knutsford for a significant amount of 
time in his adult life, and infamously meeting charles Rolls at the Midland 
hotel in Manchester leading to the creation of Rolls-Royce. this is something 
that we are very proud to be a part of, dedicating our recently opened 
showroom on Manchester Road to sir henry Royce in a ceremony lead by 
the Mayor of Knutsford and attended by a host of our local customers.”

To find out more about Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Manchester, 
visit www.rolls-roycemotorcars-manchester.co.uk  
or call the team on 01565 700000

Create your own private label 
limited production Mount Veeder 

Napa Valley Cab
A bespoken experience for the true wine lover

In the dreams of wine lovers, there is often one 
goal that remains elusive - owning a private 
label wine of extraordinary quality that cannot 

be found anywhere else.

Mount Veeder Magic Vineyards has made this 
dream a reality by offering you the bespoken 
experience of creating a barrel’s worth of wine 
with your name on it.

The experience begins with 
grapes that are impossible to 
get as a consumer. We take 
you from grape to bottle. After 
aging and refi ning in French 
Oak, the fi nished product is 
288 bottles of ultra premium, 
limited production Cab with 
your private label.

Mount Veeder Magic 
Vineyards reaches a discerning 
clientele. With less than 25 
barrels available each vintage, 

there is simply no other way for a connoisseur to 
get closer to wine making. 

Our low yield and highly concentrated fruit is 
estate grown, hand farmed, hand picked, hand 
crafted, and hand labeled. This is a once-in-a-
lifetime experience that is on every wine lover’s 
bucket list. What will your label look like?

Visit: 
www.mountveedermagic.com

or call Karen - from USA 
866.750.2091 

Cell: 707.486.6448.
Reserve your barrel today!

• Create limited production, hand-crafted 
Mount Veeder Cabernet Sauvignon 
Wine with your private label.

• Access small batch premium grapes that 
are hand-farmed, hand-picked and hand-
crafted into your own boutique wine, 
aged in premium French Oak barrels.

• Wine making services from grape to 
bottle, crafted by award winning Napa 
Valley Wine Maker, Jeff Fontanella.

• Go behind-the-scence at Mount Veeder 
Magic Vineyards with private tours, 
barrel tasting, harvest updates, and 
personal attention every step of the way.
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TWO ROOMS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE WITH UNIQUE POWERED FLOOR SYSTEM

TWO ROOMS FOR THE 
PRICE OF ONE WITH
BESPOKE POWERED 

FLOOR SYSTEM

When leading architect Harry Calder was planning 
the design of a house in Knutsford, he was able to 
create two rooms in one, thanks to an innovative 
powered floor system.

Not that he was short of available space, but a 
room housing a 5m x 12 ft pool was a sizeable 
area and just perfect for entertaining.  There 
was just one snag – how to cover the pool 
with a surface sturdy enough to withstand a 
room full of people. 

The Chameleon ® Powered Floor System was 
the answer. Totally unique, it simply slides out 
on silent rollers at the touch of a button to 
seamlessly cover the pool with existing décor 
and flooring and when not in use, the powered 
floor simply slides back onto a sub-floor which 
can be constructed either under the house or 
garden. 

The south Manchester based architect, whose 
firm Calder Peel has offices in Altrincham and 
London, is full of praise for the flexibility and 
functionality of the Chameleon powered floor 
system.

Indeed he has recently been involved in two 
properties where the Chameleon has been 
specified by the owners...

He commented: “Chameleon offers the
ultimate flexibility to create space in the pool 
room whether the use be for a dance floor, 
conference or simply a big party room.
“Good design is key to creating space for a 
variety of different functions. In effect it future 
proofs the house,” he said.

Harry Calder quoted the example of a large 
project currently under construction where 
the pool room can be used as a leisure suite 
and gym...and swiftly converted once a month 
into a Boardroom for major presentations 
seating up to 30 to 40 directors and senior 
managers.

Large houses such as this of around 12,500 
square feet can comfortably accommodate an 
internal pool room which can be converted 
through the Chameleon System for not only 
business meetings but a large dining room 
seating up to 80 people.

He added: “The customer is buying the Chameleon 
for reasons of practicality and flexibility. It creates 
an extra room but offers a number of options that 
take it beyond simply being a pool cover. “

Manufactured by the Cartwright Group, a 
company which has more than half a century’s 
experience in engineering, the powered floor 
also cuts pool heating costs by up to 60 per 
cent, reducing a home’s carbon footprint.

And for families with young children, it allows 
parents to make the pool a completely
out-of-bounds zone unless they are around to 
supervise.

www.chameleonfloor.com
chameleonsales@cartwright-group.co.uk 

T 0161 928 0966 M 07508 029 761



THE DENTAL 
ACADEMY DARESBURY

Chester Road, Daresbury WA4 5LR
Phone: 01925 740510

www.dentalacademy.co.uk

THE KNUTSFORD
DENTAL ACADEMY

Malt House, Malt Street, Knutsford, WA16 6ES
Phone: 01565 755765

www.dentalacademyknutsford.co.uk

Exceptional standards of modern cosmetic Dentistry

Enhancing Exceptional Individuals

THE DENTAL 
ACADEMY DARESBURY

Chester Road, Daresbury WA4 5LR
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THE KNUTSFORD
DENTAL ACADEMY

Malt House, Malt Street, Knutsford, WA16 6ES
Phone: 01565 755765

www.dentalacademyknutsford.co.uk

THE
DENTAL

ACADEMY

• Smile Makeovers
• Dental Implants
• Cosmetic Dentistry
• Specialist Dentistry
• Family Dentistry
• Gum Care
• Denture Clinic
• Tooth Whitening
• Facial Aesthetics

If you enjoy the best in life........

If you like to be treated like an individual.......

If you demand the highest standards........

If you expect a quality of service........

Call  01925 740510
for further information

Looking for a 
great dentist?

The Knutsford Dental Academy
Malt Street,

Knutsford, WA16 6ES

www.dentalacademy.co.uk

The Dental Academy Daresbury
Chester Road,

Daresbury, Cheshire WA4 5LR

T H E
D E N T A L

A C A D E M Y
LIMITED

Phone: 01925 740510
www.dentalacademy.co.ukTHE DENTAL 
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As an owner you will be entitled to complimentary admission badges to the races when you have a runner, while many racecourses also invite the 
owners to join them for a spot of lunch - should your horse be successful, you may even be asked to join the directors for a celebratory drink!   We 
are also able to offer access to our own private hospitality marquee at the Cheltenham Festival every March – the Rolls Royce of National Hunt 
Racing.  No other trainer currently boasts such a facility.

Most racecourses provide excellent facilities for owners and trainers and many will offer discounted rates for corporate entertainment – what 
better way to impress your existing or potential clients than by mixing business with pleasure with a day at the races, especially if you have your 
own horse running?

Here at Pond House we know that you enjoy the finer things in life, but we don’t believe in wasting money either and we have a proven track 
record of finding the right horse for the right sort of money.  Indeed, familiar names the likes of Royal Ascot and Cheltenham Festival winner 
Junior, Gaspara, Dynaste, Notus de la Tour, Minella Four Star, Street Entertainer and Arab League are just a few who have enjoyed significant 
success while still being purchased on a relatively modest budget.

It is not just in the purchasing of the racehorse that we strive to offer value for money to the owner.  Our training fees are extremely competitive 
also.  We offer an all-inclusive rate that covers the likes of in-house veterinary treatment, farrier, blood tests, dentist, physiotherapist, tracheal 
washes, vitamins and wormers, while our transportation is also charged at an extremely reasonable rate.  In this way our billing is transparent 
and you are never presented with any unwelcome surprises!

It is a special feeling to go racing in a Rolls Royce.  If you have a Rolls, why not a racehorse?  And if you have a racehorse, why 
not have it with one of most forward thinking, approachable and successful trainers in the country?  With horses for sale 
and exclusive syndicates available from just £5,000 per annum, there has never been a better time to get involved with the 
renowned team at Pond House.

As a Rolls Royce owner we know that you appreciate a thoroughbred when you see one and the same is most certainly true of Grand National 
winning racehorse trainer David Pipe.  Son of record breaking trainer and fifteen times champion Martin Pipe CBE, David had established himself 
as a successful point-to-point trainer before in 2006 taking over at the helm of Pond House, the most prolific winner producing jumps stable ever 
in this country.

Pond House Racing Stables boasts some of the finest, state-of-the-art facilities that have pioneered and revolutionised the horse racing world.  
The amenities available to David include an all-weather gallop, indoor canter and loose schooling arena, indoor swimming pool, solarium, horse 
walkers, treadmills and veterinary facilities, as well as paddocks and play pens for the horses to relax in.

Just as with Rolls Royce motorcars, attention to detail is the key to success and no aspect of a horses’ preparation is left to chance.  Every horse 
has its own unique training program, their temperatures are recorded twice daily and their health is monitored with regular blood tests and 
endoscopes.  We also have the benefit of our very own on-site laboratory, with Laboratory Technician and fully qualified vet on hand to oversee 
the general care of the horses.

Couple this with his sublime skill and shrewd judgement and it is easy to see how in just six full seasons with a training licence David has recorded 
over six hundred winners and enjoyed success at every National Hunt racecourse in Britain.  His success has come at the highest level too, with 
an enviable portfolio of big race successes including valuable winners at Royal Ascot and historic Chester on the flat, while over jumps he has 
enjoyed eight Cheltenham Festival victories and the biggest prize of all – the 2008 Grand National with Comply Or Die.

We place great emphasis on family values at Pond House and we like to feel that our owners are an extension of that family.  As such we strive 
to make the ownership experience a first-hand and personal one, whether you have a string of racehorses, or “a leg in one”.  You will have the 
opportunity to see your horse working on the gallops at home, choose your own set of exclusive racing silks and cheer on your charge at the races, 
as well as catch up with old friends (human and equine) at our famous garden parties.

Attention to detail

Family values

The finer things in life

A special feeling

David with dashing grey Grands Crus - Copyright, Bill Selwyn



a celeBRatIon…

“Where the horse always comes first”
www.davidpipe.com

GRAND NATIONAL WINNING RACEHORSE TRAINER

David Pipe
Pond House

Nicholashayne
Wellington

Somerset TA21 9QY
Tel: 01884 840715

Fax: 01884 841 343
Email: david@davidpipe.com
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Rolls-Royce celeBRates the 
success of the GaMes wIth 
an hIstoRIcal MIlestone
Rolls-Royce celebrated the success of the Games at the closing ceremony last night when 
three Rolls-Royce motor cars sported newly-designed badges for the first time in the company’s 
108 year history.  the new badges, designed by the Rolls-Royce Bespoke Design team, replaced 
the traditional double R-R for the first time since the company started in 1904. 

The three spectacular Phantom Series II Drophead Coupés, each appropriately finished in 
glorious english white, silently conveyed three coveted British artistes during the event, titled 
‘a symphony of British Music’. the artistes were hidden from view as the cars crossed the 
auditorium with majestic grace, before being revealed as each convertible roof gracefully 
descended. the cars were driven by specially-trained Rolls-Royce employees. 
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Rolls-Royce 
celeBRates the 
success of the 
GaMes wIth 
an hIstoRIcal 
MIlestone
the new grille badge features the iconic spirit of 
ecstasy with patriotic union flag replacing the 
traditional flowing gown of the Graceful Little 
Goddess. the steering wheel centre includes a 
traditional laurel wreath and torch, and the self-
righting wheel centres feature the words ‘london 
2012’ surrounded by the olympic motto, ‘citius, 
altius, fortius’ (‘faster, higher, stronger’). the 
badges are complemented by unique tread plates 
identifying each car as ‘one of three’, creating 
perhaps the most collectable (and unobtainable) 
Rolls-Royce Bespoke items ever produced. 

Call  0845 070 1967
Visit  www.desirableorangeries.co.uk

C L A S S I C .  I N  T H E 
M O D E R N  S E N S E .

R
R

 1
2-

13

ORANGERIES    CONSERVATORIES 
VERANDAS    POOL ENCLOSURES
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Rolls-Royce 
celeBRates the 
success of the 
GaMes wIth 
an hIstoRIcal 
MIlestone
“I am delighted that Rolls-Royce Motor cars was 
invited to take part in celebrating the success of 
the Games and it is appropriate that we should 
recognise this occasion with a fitting tribute,” said 
torsten Müller-Ötvös, chief executive. “these 
unique cars were hand built at the home of 
Rolls Royce at Goodwood by our dedicated and 
passionate workforce and the whole team can take 
great pride in their part in making history for our 
company.”

Bateman Financial Ltd is  an integrated f inancial 
services company located in the Cayman Islands.

Through our group of companies we provide asset management, brokerage, and investment 
banking services to both corporations and individuals.

We are an independent brokerage firm providing investors with market access to stocks, bonds, 
options, futures, forex, and commodities on over 80 market destinations worldwide from a single 
investment account.

Whatever your investment objective, our Investment Account will allow you full access to the major 
markets & products and easy access to the cash in your account.

We have a dedicated trading team, with a wealth of experience in London, North American & 
Global Markets, available to add value to each client along with ideas, product and advice 
necessary for them to perform.

Regatta Office Park | Windward #3 Building, 2nd flr. 1531A | Easterly Tibbetts 
Highway

Grand Cayman | Cayman Islands | KY1-1303 | PO Box 792

Tel: 1 345 943 4766
Fax: 1 345 943 4767

Email: info@bateman.ky

www.batemanfinancial.com
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Jetcraft has been navigating the complexities of aircraft transactions for more 

than 50 years. today we’re one of the world’s top aircraft resellers of new and pre-owned 

aircraft, with a level of expertise, market savvy and worldwide contacts unmatched in the 

industry. Our large customer base and inventory give you more options for your acquisition  

or trade. Our financial resources enable us to handle virtually any deal. and over the years, 

we’ve built an enviable track record of successful results.

EXTRA 24,000 MILES. 
WE go THE

To excel in a global industry, Jetcraft has cultivated  
a worldwide network of reliable business partners, 
from manufacturers and avionics suppliers to legal 
and tax counsel. This international alliance gives us  
vision, access, resources and local intelligence in  
every critical locale. 

With our birds-eye view of the market and global  
customer base, you have access to a larger inventory 
of aircraft. And having people in place for face-to-face 
negotiations means the entire process goes more  
easily and quickly. 

  InternatIOnal aIrcraft sales, acquIsItIOns & trades

Whether you’re looking for a luxury jet, an office in  
the sky or even a helicopter, you’re likely to find it 
in our extensive inventory. Each aircraft, new or  
aftermarket, meets the stringent criteria of our  
experienced experts. 

Because our business model is based entirely on  
individual customer needs, our range of services is  
extensive, too. We help private buyers and handle  

THE AIRCRAFT YoU WANT.
AND ALL THE SERVICES YoU NEED.

corporate fleets, offering turnkey service from  
initial market analysis to final transfer details. our 
expert consulting services can help you compare  
the costs and benefits of ownership versus charter.  
And our custom solutions include a unique quality and 
value assurance program, custom-completions 
of new planes, and a state-of-the-art enhanced 
flight vision and display system for your own  
aftermarket aircraft.

Whether analyzing your needs, performing technical evaluations, working with partners 
overseas or just getting fast answers to your questions, our entire team is commited to 
providing you with the best service and the best deal. 

contact us and find out how the right partner can make all the difference.

+ 1 919  941 8400       /      info@jetcraft.com       /       www.jetcraft.com

Basel, CH    -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  +41 58 158 4958   
Zurich, CH  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  +41 44 876 56 76

Moscow, Russia    -  -  -  +7 495 648 28 69 
Dubai, UAE    -  -  -  -  -  -  + 971 4 324 3327 

Hong Kong    -  -  -  -  -  -  +852 2868 6807
Mpls, MN     -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  +1 612 238 3870 

St. Louis, MO     -  -  -  -  -  +1 314 409 4791
Teterboro, NJ     -  -  -  -  +1 201 288 1800

AIRBUS   BoEINg   BoMBARDIER   CESSNA   DASSAULT   EMBRAER   gULFSTREAM   HAWkER    LEARJET

RR Dealer Pub_Ad_A4-Spread.indd   2-3 6/20/12   9:12 PM



Ghost sIX senses concePt 
eleVates the sPIRIt of 
ecstasy to a new leVel of 
sensoRy InDulGence
Rolls-Royce Motor cars proudly presents the Ghost six senses concept, a highly-
bespoke luxury model that encapsulates the richness of experience that comes as 
standard with any Rolls-Royce and takes it to a new level of sensory indulgence.  

approaching this luxurious Rolls-Royce and opening its coach doors immediately 
ignites the senses for sight, taste, touch, sound and aroma. and the sense of surprise 
and delight continues as guests encounter the lavish use of soft, sumptuous leathers, 
finest veneer detailing and special bespoke enhancements. >>
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“the Ghost six senses concept is a luxurious 
environment designed for the most discerning of 
individuals,” commented torsten Müller-Ötvös, Rolls-
Royce ceo. “It delights the senses and draws you into 
somewhere that transcends the interior of a car. Relax 
for a few moments and you will experience something 
that is hard to define, but which our customers 
understand so well.

“It can be likened to an aura, a sense that the stunning 
hand-made interior embodies something of the heart 
and soul of each proud craftsperson involved in its 
creation. that’s a uniquely Rolls-Royce sixth sense that 
this car presents so elegantly.”

Rolls-Royce Motor cars is the world’s leading luxury 
goods manufacturer.  and while the world of luxury 
presents many objects of desire that captivate one or 
more senses, it takes one of these hand-built cars to 
awaken all five.

Time is 
money

U n l o c k  t h e  v a l u e  o f  y o u r  a s s e t s  a t  S u t t o n s  &  R o b e r t s o n s .
W e  c a n  p r o v i d e  £ 1 0 , 0 0 0  i n  c a s h  w i t h i n  a n  h o u r  a n d  h a v e  t h e  

f i n a n c i a l  r e s o u r c e s  t o  s e c u r e  l o a n s  u p  t o  £ 1  m i l l i o n . 

V I S I T  O N E  O F  O U R  S T O R E S  F O R  A  F R E E  VA L U AT I O N

VISIT  OUR LOCAL BRANCH

1  K I N G  S T R E E T  M A N C H E S T E R
0 8 4  4 6 9 2  4 9 9 3

Y O U R  I T E M  I S  R E Q U I R E D  A S  S E C U R I T Y. C U S T O M E R S  M U S T  B E  O V E R  1 8 .

www.suttonsandrobertsons.com

L O N D O N 
0 2 0  7 8 3 4  0 3 1 0

B I R M I N G H A M  
 0 8 4  4 6 9 2  4 9 9 4

 L I V E R P O O L
0 8 4  4 6 9 2  3 9 4 0

S T  A L B A N S
0 8 4  4 6 9 2  3 9 3 9
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SIGHT
Beautiful and elegant, a Rolls-Royce Ghost is a sign of 
impeccable taste, a luxury car that is instantly pleasing to 
the eye. Ghost six senses’ pearlescent carrara white 
finish complements new forged alloy wheels while eyes 
are immediately drawn to rich interior detailing upon 
entry through its coach doors. the deep lustre of the 
walnut Burr veneer complete with diagonally-oriented, 
brown oak cross-banding, are designed to hint at the 
extraordinary power at the driver’s disposal.

SoUnd
for more than 100 years the sound of silence has driven 
the Rolls-Royce brand. But 21st century Ghost and 
Phantom models also present an auditorium in which the 
most advanced systems can deliver music in the most 
impressive fashion. the concept audio system in Ghost 
Six Senses richly fills the spacious rear cabin thanks to its 
upgraded amplifier and the inclusion of ‘exciter’ speakers 
housed in the leather headlining that help raise the 
centre of sound closer to a passenger’s ear.

aRoMa
The finest interior materials create scents that are unique 
to Rolls-Royce.  the rich aroma greeting Ghost six 
senses’ occupants comes from the most supple natural 
soft grain leather in enveloping, hand-crafted seats, as well 
as in the car’s leather headlining, with added hints of the 
woody spice in the walnut veneer.

Luxurious Living, Sixty Two, Gilly Gate, York, YO31 7EQ
Tel: +44 (0) 1904 673710

Email: info@luxuriousliving.co.uk

www.luxuriousliving.co.uk

Now available in the UK for the first time ever, the epitome of style, 
COLECCION ALEXANDRA is exclusively available from Luxurious Living! 

Join us in October for our exciting launch of the most unique 
collection to ever appear in the UK

Coleccion Alexandra
P r e s e n t s
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TaSTe
Bathed in light from a panoramic sunroof, the rear cabin 
urges occupants to relax in style. for the ultimate taste 
experience the most refreshing chilled drinks or vintage 
champagne can be served from Ghost six senses’ 
coolbox, in flutes featuring a delightful sound-wave 
etching.

ToUCH
From cool chrome and sumptuous leather to the finest 
veneers, a Rolls-Royce is the most tactile way to travel in 
ultra-luxury. Ghost six senses takes this concept further 
with the inclusion of natural grain leather for the first 
time. Deep pile lambswool rugs encourage occupants to 
submerge feet, while opening the boot effortlessly with 
remote opener, reveals a further lambswool lining to 
cosset luxury bespoke luggage.

“Ghost Six Senses redefines a simple truth,” added 
torsten Müller-Ötvös. “a Rolls-Royce is always so much 
more than the sum of its beautiful parts.”
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Luxury Beachside Holiday Homes at The Warren, North Wales 

he Haulfryn Group is the UK’s largest prestigious holiday 
and residential park operator. A family run business, 
Haulfryn has a total of 20 holiday and 15 residential parks in 
some of the most stunning UK locations. This year Haulfryn 

celebrates its 77th anniversary, marking over seven decades as a 
successful British company.  

Haulfryn’s flagship park is The Warren in Abersoch, North Wales.  
One of the most exclusive holiday home locations in the UK, The 
Warren’s stunning location is a true show stopper. Washed by 
the Gulf Stream and with spectacular views of Snowdonia, this 
is beachside living at its best. Magnificent multi-purpose sports 
facilities include three outdoor heated pools plus an all-season 
indoor heated pool.  

Regular weekend live entertainment at The Warren is a feature of 
the Warren lifestyle, as is direct 
access to miles of golden beach, 
plus a poolside bar and an array 
of leisure facilities such as tennis 
courts, a sports hall, fitness 
suite, sauna, tanning room and 
beauty therapy. The Warren has 
helicopter access and its own 
village store, a beach café and 
a stylish main bar as well as 
takeaway pizza and pasta service. 
The Warren’s exclusive members-
only club restaurant offers a 
mouth-watering menu featuring 
locally sourced ingredients.

T

Advertisement Feature

August Bank Holiday Weekend 25th and 26th August, saw The 
Warren - Haulfryn group’s hugely popular and highly prestigious site 
in Abersoch - welcome Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Manchester for two 
days of customer driving experiences. 

The event gave The Warren residents and Rolls-Royce enthusiasts the 
perfect opportunity to test drive exquisite models from the Rolls-
Royce range from the comfort of their own holiday homes. 

A Rolls-Royce driving consultant, together with representatives from 
the dealership introduced residents to luxury models from across 
the Rolls-Royce range, inviting them to test the cars on some of the 
stunning stretches of road in North Wales during the course of the 
last Bank Holiday weekend of the year.

With a fully booked schedule of test drives and static models on 
display too, the Bank Holiday weekend weather certainly held fair 
and helped make the weekend showcase the perfect event for The 
Warren and Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Manchester. 

Outdoor pools

Invest in Your Lifestyle

Rolls Royce customers are warmly and exclusively 
invited to visit The Warren to taste the full flavour 
of The Warren lifestyle.  

Simply email chris.rose@haulfryn.co.uk for 
more information.

The Warren has everything you and your family 
could ever need for your dream holiday home by 
the sea.  

Prices range from £129,995–£550,000 

Visit www.the-warren.co.uk to find out more.

•	 Direct	access	to	miles	of	sandy	beach
•	 Helicopter	access
•	 Exclusive	owner	events
•	 Health	suite,	pools,	gym,	tennis	and					
	 squash	courts
•	 Bar,	restaurant,	pool	bar	and	beach café

Facilities	at	The	Warren

The Warren has exclusive helicopter access

David Smith, Marketing Manager at Rolls-Royce Motor Cars 
Manchester said: “The opportunity to engage with our customers 
both old and new whilst they 
enjoyed the familiar quality of 
The Warren’s perfect hospitality, 
top notch facilities and enviable 
setting allowed us to stage a 
really successful drive event, and 
we all look forward to returning 
in the near future to extend our 
great relationship with The Warren 
and its residents. The exemplary 
levels of customer service from 
The Warren’s team of staff really 
helped us to build on our great 
customer relationships and 
without their assistance the event 
would not have been the great 
success we were able to deliver”.

‘Top	notch	facilities	and	enviable	setting	allowed	
us	to	stage	a	really	successful	drive	event’



Guests of Rolls-Royce Motor cars Manchester and hawkerBeechcraft were 
treated to a day of luxury engineering at hawarden airport.  
>>

a coMBInatIon of 
luXuRy enGIneeRInG
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An icon in the exclusive Dubai Marina, Grosvenor 
House Dubai is the pinnacle of perfection. 
Conveniently located close to the Emirates and 

Montgomery Golf Clubs, Dubai Media City, Dubai Internet 
City and Jebel Ali - the hotel is packed with an enviable 
array of stylish bars and restaurants. 

Grosvenor House boasts premium guest rooms, suites 
and apartment suites, many with private balconies, as 
well as villas which are available for long-term and short-
term residence. All enjoy breathtaking panoramic views 
over the Arabian Gulf, Palm Jumeirah and Dubai Marina, 
adding yet another dimension to the Grosvenor House 
experience. Simply put, the rooms inspire the tone of the 
hotel, o� ering the highest levels of restrained luxury that 
appeal to business travellers and pleasure seekers alike.

Guests have unrestricted access to all facilities including 
restaurants, bars, two world-class spas and business and 
conference facilities, along with the impeccable service 
standards demanded by all guests to Grosvenor House.

A unique culinary destination

The eclectic mix of stylish bars and restaurants at Grosvenor 
House is the talk of the Dubai social scene. 

Indego by Vineet o� ers a taste of award-winning, modern 
Indian cuisine in an intimate yet contemporary setting.  
Spearheaded by Michelin-star Chef Vineet Bhatia, this 
restaurant is perfect for couples, as well as groups of friends 
or business colleagues.

Renowned throughout Dubai, Ottomans mixes the 
in� uences of the old Turkish tradition with rich � avours of 
the Mediterranean Sea. An opulent themed terrace area 
adds to the rich and mystical air of the restaurant.

Choice, choice and more choice is on the menu at Sloane’s 
– there’s no traditional menu, but instead an interactive 
opportunity for guests to see chefs at work as they prepare 

daily specials ‘a la minute’ in the restaurant’s show kitchens.

The � rst restaurant of its kind in the UAE, Toro Toro is a Pan 
Latin restaurant and lounge, which showcases traditional 
South American dishes.  The restaurant has been developed 
by critically acclaimed chef Richard Sandoval and o� ers a 
stylish and sociable dining experience thanks to carefully-
considered private dining zones. 

Headed up by Michelin Starred Celebrity Chef Gary 
Rhodes, Rhodes Mezzanine provides the best of the chef’s 
signature British cuisine with French � air to Dubai’s most 
discerning crowd.  Rhodes Mezzanine boasts three separate 
areas complete with a pre-dinner lounge and bar, private 
dining room and main dining area.  Wine a� cionados will 
undoubtedly be impressed by the extensive collection of 
New and Old World wines as well as rare vintages available 
in this chic and elegant restaurant.

Afternoon Tea is just one of the servings on o� er as part 
of the exclusive all day dining concept created exclusively 
for the hotel by Gary Rhodes OBE in Rhodes in Residence 
where you can indulge in a quintessential collection of 
traditionally delicious English fare. Following on from the 
success of Rhodes Mezzanine at Grosvenor House Dubai, 
Gary Rhodes has also opened, Rhodes Twenty10, in sister 
hotel Le Royal Méridien Beach Resort + Spa. This new 
generation of grill places emphasis on bringing diners 
together in sleek and contemporary surroundings.  Whilst 
Maya by Richard Sandoval, also located in Le Royal Méridien 
Beach Resort + Spa, is a terrace restaurant positioned so 
you can dine under the stars and enjoy fabulous modern 
Mexican treats.

Places to see and be seen in

Famous throughout the world is Buddha-Bar.  The Asian 
inspired restaurant and bar has a laid back atmosphere 
permeated by the chilled music and unique food. 

The same ultra cool vibe of Buddha-Bar can be felt 
in Siddharta Lounge by Buddha-Bar, which serves 
Mediterrasian � avours with futuristic sounds in a modern 
and sophisticated ambience - a sublime experience.  

A night to remember 
awaits at Grosvenor 
House, which is 
illuminated every 
evening with a 
stunning blue aura – 
a shining beacon that 
fails to go unnoticed.

Grosvenor House Dubai unveils 
Tower Two and expands its fantastic 

food and drink offering…

Dining Delight  in Dubai

Embassy Dubai Rhodes Mezzanine Toro Toro Indego by Vineet

At the top of Tower Two, placed over three � oors with 
unrivalled 360 degree panoramas is the sleek and 
sassy Embassy Dubai. Complementing the legendary 
Embassy London in Mayfair it uplifts the region’s 
glamorous nightlife and is the premier destination of 
the international glitterati.

The � nal destination high on the list of ‘places to be 
seen’ in Dubai include Bar 44, the hotel’s top � oor 
Champagne and cocktail bar, which o� ers stunning 
panoramic views of the city.

Grosvenor House Dubai
Dubai Marina
Dubai 
United Arab Emirates 
Tel: 00971-4-399 8888 

www.grosvenorhouse-dubai.com



a coMBInatIon 
of luXuRy 
enGIneeRInG
they enjoyed driving the Ghost, Phantom coupe and 
Phantom Drophead on the beautiful roads of rural 
Cheshire followed by a flight over North Wales in the 
ultimate luxury, high performance small aircraft the 
Beechcraft King air 350i.

also on the itinerary was a tour of the fantastic 
hawkerBeechcraft factory where guests were amazed 
by the craftsmanship that goes into the aircraft 
produced with those who had visited the home of 
Rolls-Royce Motor cars in Goodwood remarking the 
two were not dissimilar!

Gary Rhodes’ legendary dedication to his craft and 
relentless pursuit of perfection has placed him 

� rmly at the forefront of today’s culinary world.

Chef, restaurateur, celebrity and author; his 
distinguished career, tireless attention to detail and 
unique mastery of the ‘Great British Classics’ truly 
sets him apart. A history of stunning restaurants 
has won him a constellation of Michelin stars and 

he is consistently revered by his peers as truly 
‘The Chef’s Chef’.

Well-known as an ambassador for British cuisine, 
Gary has achieved what no other chef has previously 
managed to do: he has re-introduced the nation to its 
rich gastronomic heritage and uncovered a culinary 
culture to rival that of any other country in the world. 
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MAIA Luxury Resort & Spa is one of the most private and 
exclusive resorts. Couples looking for a little time alone will 
simply adore MAIA where the clever layout means guests rarely 
bump into each other. If you’re beach-lovers then plump for the 
Ocean Villas facing the warm ocean, or for extra privacy, try a villa 
on the tropical hillside. 

Perched on top of a secluded headland, your beautifully decked-
out private villa is serviced by your own personal butler. And with 
flexible dining options to choose from, you can eat what you like 
from one of the 4 chefs who will prepare your meals any time of 
the day, even in the privacy of your villa.

M A I A  L U X U R Y  R E S O R T  &  S PA ,  S E Y C H E L L E S

Stay seven nights in an Ocean View Villa with a complimentary 
upgrade from bed & breakfast to half board basis including 
round trip Economy Class flights with Emirates Airlines and return 
private car transfers from Mahé Airport.

From £4395 per person based on two adults sharing.

Terms & Conditions apply.

T H E  A U T H O R I T Y  I N  L U X U R Y  T R A V E L

MAGICAL MAIA 

Call us on 01244 567 000

Email info@edencollection.co.uk

Visit edencollection.co.uk





Rolls-Royce 
PhantoM seRIes II
PhantoM DRoPheaD 
couPé
the latest expression of Phantom Drophead coupé 
demonstrates a more relaxed and less formal side of Phantom. 
It displays a sociable character and its convivial interior evokes 
the feeling of being aboard an elegant motor yacht. It offers 
both driver and passengers a dual experience - intimate and 
cocooning or embracing the elements depending on whether 
the roof is raised or lowered. Inspired by the J-class racing 
yachts of 1930s (known for their performance and use of 
natural materials) the result is a car that epitomises romantic, 
performance motoring. >>

“what could be more 
romantic than open air 
motoring or even the 
sound of rain on a 
soft-top at night?”
Ian cameron, chief Designer
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Rug: Midoro, Botanica range. Made from pure silk and wool, and is available in all sizes and colours.

The Clay sculptures are made of black and red terracotta, individually decorated with various imprints and patterns.
They are between 2 and 4 meters tall.

©
 Thom

as M
ølvig

©
 Thom

as M
ølvig

© Kraig Karlstrom

+44 (0) 7950 142 719

info@najautzonpopov.com

www.najautzonpopov.com

Gathering: These consist of 18 colomns each measuring 3 meters tall and weighing between 500kg and a ton each.
They are fragments of welsh slate stacked on top of each other to create a gravity defying effect.

© Thomas Mølvig

© Thomas Mølvig



Rolls-Royce 
PhantoM seRIes II
PhantoM DRoPheaD 
couPé

DesIGn PResence

“we wanted to create a car that is a shared experience,” 
explains charles coldham, chief stylist Interior Design. “the 
occupants are surrounded by the finest natural materials, 
evoking the experience of being on board a yacht.”
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Looking for a  
  berth in the sun . . .

Situated in some of the Mediterranean’s finest boating locations our 
marinas offer safe and secure berths with the very best marina services.

MDL Marinas - Europe’s leading marina operator

 Discover MDL s  
Mediterranean marinas

Marina dei Cesari

Sant Carles Marina

Marina del Gargano

Opens 
March 
2013

MDL MEDitErranEan        nEtwOrk MarinaS

www.mdlmarinas.co.uk
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Looking for a  
  berth in the sun . . .

For more information call 023 8045 7155

MDL Marinas - Europe’s leading marina operator

 Discover MDL s  
Mediterranean marinas

MDL MEDitErranEan        nEtwOrk MarinaS

Explore our Rent or Buy 
Berthing options

Relaxing ways to invest your time and money

Example of increasing lease purchase values
14m berth purchased at Port Hamble Marina  
in 1990 for £60,000 and now with 23 years  
remaining is currently for sale at £89,950  
 Source: triangleberthbrokers.com

•  The most cost-efficient way to  
berth your boat

•  Costs fixed for the full term

•  Freedom to sub-let or resell

•  Historic track record of increasing  
berth values over time

•  An asset you can keep for your family

•  ‘Freedom Berthing’ – unlimited visitor 
berthing at our other marinas*

rental Lease Purchase

*Ask for details.

•  14m berth rental from just 
S6,824 inc IVA per year

•  Annual and 4-year packages

•  ‘Freedom Berthing’ – unlimited  
visitor berthing at our other marinas*

www.mdlmarinas.co.uk
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Drop anchor for your Aquatic experience...
They say that location is everything and

for the last 84 years Windermere
Aquatic and Quays Marina has certainly

made the most of its location.

Located on the shores of Lake Windermere within
close proximity to Bowness on Windermere, we
are in an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty -

the surrounding landscape is breathtaking.

Heritage, Natural History, Galleries, Watersports,
Walks, Gardens, Culture and Lake Windermere -

each day can be as full or as relaxing as you wish.

We offer a warm welcome to all boat owners and
friends, and are here to ensure that your enjoyment

and relaxation is of the highest possible quality.

Our 184 berth yacht harbour was the first on Lake
Windermere to use fully serviced Walcon Offshore

Pontoons, setting the highest standard for mooring
your boat.

BOAT CENTRE
AQUATIC
www.aquaticboatcentres.com

So if you’re looking for a new haven for your boat
or are looking to invest in a new boating lifestyle on

Lake Windermere, why not call our Berthing and
Boat Sales Centre Hotline on 01539 44 21 21.

38379 Aquatic Aston Ad_38379 Aquatic Aston Ad  14/02/2012  14:00  Page 1



Guests of Rolls-Royce Motor cars Manchester were treated to a very special 
day at Manor house stables, meeting at the showroom in Knutsford in the 
morning guests then drove the fantastic vehicles over to Manor house stables, 
where they met world renowned racehorse trainer tom Dascombe, who 
showcased the young ‘stars of the future’ to watch out for. >>

a VeRy sPecIal showcase 
of hoRsePoweR
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a VeRy sPecIal 
showcase of 
hoRsePoweR
after ‘going up’ the gallops with the horses 
in a host of Range Rovers (courtesy of 
Guy salmon stockport) lunch was served 
in the private owners area and the day 
concluded with a very special private tour 
of the facility with stables owner and 
england footballer Michael owen.

To find out more about Rolls-Royce 
Motor cars Manchester and the Rolls-
Royce ownership experience please call 
one of our team on 01565 700000.

Richmond Oak Conservatories Ltd are award winning conservatory and orangery designers who have built an enviable 
reputation for installing individually designed hand-crafted home and commercial timber glazed extensions throughout the 
UK; built using FSC certified, Class 1, naturally seasoned, European Oak, from sustainable resources and thermally efficient 
solar controlled glazing. 

Richmond Oak aim to reflect the ideas and aspirations of their client, working to blend their final design elegantly with the 
style of the existing architecture of the property it is being attached to.

Tel. 01323 442255 
www.oakconservatories.co.uk/vip

enquiries@richmondoakconservatories.co.uk

find us at:

twitter.com/RichmondOak
www.youtube.com/RichmondOak1
facebook.com/RichmondOakConservatoriesLimited 

Award winning conservatories & orangeries
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If you are looking for a new rewarding 
life interest that can take you all over the 
world and mix with the elite – come and 
join horse racing, The Sport of Kings
Peak Racehorses offers a private and confidential 
service from Start to Finish, for you to become a 
racehorse owner. We outline the possibilities in this 
exciting sport, you decide what suits you. We’ll present 
possible horses that will fit your expectations, you 
choose the horse you want, it’s name and location. We 
will also help you find the right training establishment. 
In other words – we advise, you decide.

Where would you like your horse to race? From Ascot 
to Melbourne, Paris to New York and anywhere in 
between – you and your race horse lead the way.

peakRACEhorseS.com
f r o m  s t a r t  t o  f i n i s h

PEAK RACEHORSES LTD.
info@peakracehorses.com · www.peakracehorses.com

Garryhack House · Killinick · Co. Wexford · Ireland · Tel.+353 (0) 53 913 5757

An 
Interest 
for Life

Ad4.indd   1 8/30/12   7:28 PM

“If you are looking for a new exciting life interest that can 
take you all over the world and mix with the elite – come 
and join horse racing, The Sport of Kings. A day at the 
races as a racehorse owner will give you the combination 
of good food & wine while also enjoying the company of 
others with the same interests as you”.

Company founder Sean Tiernan and his wife Viva 
pride themselves on the private bloodstock service 
they provide. From start to � nish, their team of highly 
skilled professionals are able to provide a personal and 
specialised service to each and every one of their race 
horse owners.

From matching your requirements with the right horse, 
taking you to meet the horse and explaining why the 
horse is selected for you, setting up the horse’s location, 
training requirements and working with you as to what 
country you would like to race the horse and what time of 
year, from Ascot to Melbourne, to Paris or New York.

“At Peak Racehorses we strive to achieve 2 main objectives, 
1) to source high class and sound racehorses on behalf of 
existing and potential owners throughout the world. 2) To 
provide the best care and home for our owner’s horses in 
between training and racing. We also provide state of the 
art pre training facilities”.

Combining their equine connections in France, Ireland, UK, 
USA, Scandinavia and Germany, their methods of selection 
have proven very successful and we continuously strive to 
maintain high quality horses on the list of winners that we 
have sourced for our owners.

Sean was born in Dublin and spent his school holidays 
with renowned Irish trainer Seamus McGrath and then 
went onto the USA. While in the States, he gained a wealth 
of experience from involvement in the selling of yearlings 
to becoming a successful trainer and managing to obtain 
a New York Trainers License. Sean has been buying horses 
since 1995 and has succeeded his reputation in the 
business and is very highly sought after. He has enjoyed 
working with some of the world’s top race horse owners 
and enjoys a close co-operation with Coolmore Stud. “It is 
a very methodical business before purchase, all the boxes 
must be crossed checked and ticked, while after that each 
horse must be matched to the right owner”. Sean also 
has a vivid interest and passion in old cars while recently 
acquiring his � rst classic Rolls Royce.

French horses are in high demand and Peak Racehorses 
has an exceptional structure and quality control process 
in place when buying there. They have a full time quali� ed 
vet on the ground in France, sourcing and locating proven 
and potential racehorses for their clients. This preparation 
has resulted in every French horse purchased so far, 
turning out to be a winner. “In addition the owner knows 
that when the horse comes home to Wexford we o� er top 
class equine facilities”.

While Sean succeeds in Peak Racehorses, Viva is heading 
a very successful side of the business with a natural range 
of horse nutrition. Peak Horse www.peakhorse.com are 
proud to be able to o� er products that help the horses 
stay healthy, full of vitality and physically in top form. 
Whether it’s for Thoroughbreds, Show jumpers, 3 day 
Eventers, Ponies, any type of horse, young or old, Peak 
Horse o� ers nutritional natural supplements that suit 
each of these horses speci� cally and which can help them 
reach their PEAK health.

Sean concludes, “We will be happy to help you � nd 
and prepare your horse for a successful racing career. I 
suppose my two passions, race horses and old cars have a 
lot in common – magni� cent horse power”.

Sean Tiernan

An Interest for Life
Peak Racehorses Irish Bloodstock Agents



Some Luxuries are
only for the few...

Portrait Pools
13 Lord Street | Southport | PR8 1RP | 01704 544222
info@portraitpools.com | www.portraitpools.com

Some Luxuries are
only for the few...



RanKIn: sPIRIt of ecstasy – an aRt 
coMMIssIon foR Rolls-Royce 
MotoR caRs
Over the past months, 100 images inspired by the Spirit of Ecstasy - the figurine famed for its prominent 
and defining position on the bonnet of every Rolls-Royce - have been captured by renowned 
photographer Rankin. 
 
Like Charles Robinson Sykes, the man who crafted the legendary Spirit of Ecstasy flying lady one hundred 
years ago, Rankin takes inspiration from the beauty and sensuality of the feminine form. Just as eleanor 
Velasco thornton is rumoured to have been sykes’ muse for the spirit of ecstasy, so Rankin has turned to 
his inspirational wife and model Tuuli Shipster for the first of his 100 portraits. >>
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For more information:
01625 583028 | admissions@aesg.co.uk |
www.aesg.co.uk | Wilmslow Road,  
Alderley Edge, Cheshire, SK9 7QE |
Registered charity number 1006726

A top performing 
independent girls’ 
school in Cheshire

• For girls aged 2–18 years 
•  Located in a safe, secure 

environment
•  Nursery, Junior School, Senior 

School and Sixth Form
•  Scholarships and bursaries  

available

Events 2012–2013

Tuesday 4 December
Year 6 Taster Day*
For those girls sitting the 11+ Entrance 
Examination

Friday 11 January 2013
11+ Entrance Examination*

Saturday 16 March 2013
Nursery, Pre-School and Junior School  
Open Day
10.00am–12.30pm

* Registration necessary New
Prospectus
Out NowRanKIn: sPIRIt of ecstasy – an 

aRt coMMIssIon foR Rolls-
Royce MotoR caRs
 “this is one of the biggest projects I have ever taken on,” commented Rankin. “the 
images are a statement about the modern day Rolls-Royce; they feel fresh, directional 
and original, while also being beautiful and inspirational.  the portraits comprise a variety 
of perspectives, including full length as well as close-up shots incorporating facial features 
– an eye, a mouth – to reflect a unique interpretation of the figurine’s connotations, 
while quietly symbolising its classic underpinnings.”    >>
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One of the highlights of this very English hotel has to be the Belgravia 
Suites.  These one-bedroom suites feature the richest of silks woven 
specially for the hotel by The Gainsborough Silk Company in Suffolk.  
Bespoke furniture has been crafted for each one and Russell’s 
overall vision has created wonderfully elegant yet comfortable 
spaces.  As you sit in front of your handsome marble fire place you 
are transported back to a world of elegance that rarely exists in this 
modern age.

Jeremy explains “These new suites are perfect for 
The Goring.  They trumpet quality and elegance 
and a design to last and improve with age.  They 
don’t feel like hotel rooms but are very personal 
reminding one of the home of a nineteenth 
century Duke – but with brilliant mod cons and a 
bit of naughtiness”

Quite simply the Belgravia Suites are the jewels in 
this quintessentially English hotel.

The Goring 
Beeston Place
London
SW1W 0JW

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7396 9000
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7834 4393
Email: reception@thegoring.com

Right in the heart of London, just behind 
Buckingham Palace, stands the Capital’s last 
family owned five star deluxe hotel.  The Goring 

has been welcoming guests for over 100 years and 
throughout that time there has always been a family 
member at the helm.  The present “Mr Goring” is Jeremy 
whose great grandfather first opened the hotel in 1910.  

Since taking over the reins from his father George 
six years ago Jeremy has overseen a magnificent 
renovation of the whole hotel.  Several famous English 
designers have been commissioned to work their 
magic.  The Dining Room was transformed by Linley 
featuring extravagant Swarovski crystal chandeliers as 
well as beautiful examples of his exquisite furniture.  
The other public rooms were given a theatrical 
makeover by celebrated designer Tim Gosling.  Upstairs 
Nina Campbell designed two signature suites and 
London’s hottest designer, Russell Sage, has just 
completed his restyling of the bedrooms.  

The lobby

The Drawing Room of the Royal suite

The Belgravia Suite

The Private Garden

One of the new Belgravia Suites designed by Russell Sage

Master bedroom – the Royal Suite



MANCHESTER 0161 798 4800
PRESTON 01772 204004

www.stuartfrazer.com

MANCHESTER 0161 798 4800
PRESTON 01772 204004

www.stuartfrazer.com

MANCHESTER
554 - 556 Bury New Road, Prestwich, Manchester M25 3BD (Junction 17 M60) Tel 0161 798 4800
PRESTON
4 - 6 Stanley Street, Preston, Lancashire PR1 4AT (on ringway, opposite prison) Tel 01772 204004
(On-site parking at both locations)www.stuartfrazer.com

SF0005

Stuart Frazer was established in 1975 by Mark Harrison with one clear aim - to provide the very best in kitchen design. 
Today, that aim remains the same.
Now the largest SieMatic dealer in the UK, the Stuart Frazer focus is and will continue to be, on kitchens. Our design 
expertise has not been diluted by diversification into furniture or other areas of the home such as bathrooms, and it 
is in this way, and many others, that we set ourselves apart from the competition.

Four decades of kitchens without compromise
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RanKIn: sPIRIt of ecstasy – an 
aRt coMMIssIon foR Rolls-
Royce MotoR caRs
 
torsten Müller-Ötvös, Rolls-Royce Motor cars ceo added, “Rankin’s powerful portraits 
are part of contemporary iconography. his talent for capturing the strength and 
character of his subjects makes him the ideal photographer to take the spirit of ecstasy 
into the 21st century. I very much look forward to presenting this unique photographic 
collection to the world.”
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Thirty-five years ago two brothers from 
Barcelona embarked on a journey round 
Europe to find the perfect location to create 
their vision. Piloting a plane themselves, 
they scoured country after country, island 
after island in search of a perfect unspoiled 
paradise.

Finally they found it amidst the white sands of 
Fuerteventura, an island lapped by turquoise 
waters, fringed with warm white sand and 
bathed in glorious sunshine almost 365 days 

of the year. The Gran Hotel Atlantis Bahia 
Real is the culmination of the Cebria 
brothers’ dream, a multi-award-winning 
hotel with an unrivalled repeat guest ratio 
located on the waterfront near Corralejo 
Natural Dune Park.

In 2012 they received the proverbial cherry 
on the cake of their years of toil ,  when the 
hotel added another piece of si lverware 
to its already bulging trophy cabinet.

Awarded ‘Most Excellent European Hotel 
2012” by the prestigious international 
Condé Nast Johansens brand is testament 
to the attention to detail  observed by 
the Cebrias and the dedicated team 
they ’ve put together over the years.

But it ’s been no easy ride. The brothers 
took great pains to not only create stylish 
elegance, but also to ensure that every 
detail was perfect. They wanted to have 
a world-class hotel to be proud of, one 
that would stand out from the rest.

The emphasis was on providing pleasing 
sensations - the rhythmic hush of the ocean, 
scents of jasmine wafting in the breeze and 
a l iberating sense of space. There is no other 
hotel l ike the Gran Hotel Atlantis Bahia Real; 
the Cebrias have made sure of that!

Gran Hotel Atlantis Bahia Real 5*GL

Reservations: 00 34 928 537 153
Visit:  www.atlantisbahiareal.com

Email:  reservations.bahiareal@atlantishotels.com

A Quest For Excellence: Four Hours to Paradise



RanKIn: sPIRIt of ecstasy – an aRt coMMIssIon foR Rolls-Royce MotoR caRs

www.alan-thomas.co.uk Alan & Thomas Insurance Group is a trading name of Alan & Thomas Insurance 
Brokers Ltd who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

Exclusive Motor Insurance 
for Rolls Royce Owners
•	 Bespoke motor insurance scheme tailored for Rolls Royce motor vehicles
•	 Underwritten by one of the UK’s leading high value motor insurers
•	 Free no obligation review of your current insurance arrangements
•	 Managed by one of the leading independent brokers in UK
•	 Dedicated prestige motor insurance experts to guide you through the process
•	 Optional agreed value cover
•	 Carefully selected Rolls Royce repairer network
•	 Immediate repair authorisation and 3 year guarantee on repairs
•	 Option for adding additional vehicles, homes & second homes to policy

For your free review, please contact Matthew Warner

01202 754900
matthew.warner@alan-thomas.co.uk 

Rolls Royce Advert.indd   1 8/15/2012   9:42:11 AM



Rolls-Royce confIRMs 
RecoRD sales In coMPany’s 
107 yeaR hIstoRy 
earlier this year Rolls-Royce Motor cars revealed record sales results for 2011. 
3,538 cars were sold globally during the year, a 31 per cent increase on the 2010 
total of 2,711 cars.  The figure represents the best sales result in the company’s 107-
year history; the previous record of 3,347 cars having been set in 1978 during the 
silver shadow II era.  >>

one of thRee Royce caRs BuIlt, PIctuReD In cooKe stReet, ManchesteR, 1904
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Rolls-Royce confIRMs 
RecoRD sales In 
coMPany’s 107 yeaR 
hIstoRy 

strong sales growth was reported across the globe, with notable results 
seen in Asia Pacific (up 47%), North America (up 17%) and the Middle East 
(up 23%). China and the United States were the most significant individual 
markets for Rolls-Royce. the united Kingdom performed well, reporting 
30 per cent growth in the year. In continental europe, Germany and Russia 
were the largest growth markets, each more than doubling sales compared 
to 2010.

“we had an outstanding year in 2011 and we should take a moment to 
reflect on this Great British success story,” said Torsten Müller-Ötvös, Chief 
Executive Officer, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars. “Our business is in excellent 
shape. we are developing our dealer network, moving into new markets like 
south america, expanding our manufacturing operation in west sussex to 
meet global demand and have plans to develop our product range. at the 
core of this extraordinary success is a dedicated, committed and, above all, 
passionate workforce.”

Rolls-Royce 10hP, 1904 – 1906
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Bespoke Games Rooms.
designed, manufactured and installed. Hand made pool and snooker tables and pool and snooker dining tables.

Telephone : 01325 489922
E-mail : sales@redballpool.co.uk

www. redballpool.co.uk
 

Avante House, Kellaw Road, Yarm Road Business Park, Darlington  DL1 4YA

Rolls-Royce Ghost eXtenDeD wheelBase

Rolls-Royce confIRMs 
RecoRD sales In 
coMPany’s 107 yeaR 
hIstoRy 

the company’s portfolio includes the pinnacle Phantom family products - 
Phantom, Phantom extended wheelbase, Phantom Drophead coupé and 
Phantom coupé - and the more recently-launched Ghost range. Demand 
for all variants was strong. Interest in Ghost - including Ghost extended 
wheelbase, launched to wide acclaim - accounted for the lion’s share of 
2011 growth.

2011 also marked a record for the Rolls-Royce Bespoke personalisation 
programme, a service with Rolls-Royce’s legendary hand-craftsmanship and 
attention to detail at its core. nearly every Phantom family model leaving 
the home of Rolls-Royce at Goodwood came with some element of 
bespoke personalisation, from unique paint colours, interior detailing and 
embroidery, to exquisite whole vehicle designs including champagne sets, 
humidors and picnic sets. 
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Rolls-Royce Ghost eXtenDeD wheelBase

Rolls-Royce confIRMs 
RecoRD sales In 
coMPany’s 107 yeaR 
hIstoRy 

Bespoke sales were also enhanced by two exceptional collections in 2011, 
the spirit of ecstasy centenary collection and striking year of the Dragon 
Phantom commissions. More Ghost clients have requested bespoke cars, 
creating many exceptional examples across this model range.

last september, Rolls-Royce announced plans to expand its manufacturing 
plant at Goodwood, with over 1,000 people employed on site. this will help 
the company meet further growth in worldwide sales and satisfy demand 
for highly personalised Ghost and Phantom models.

Terzetto N AT U R A L  S TO N E  T I L E  I M P O RT E R S

Discover the beauty and versatility of natural stone
As specialists in exclusive, high quality stone from around the world, Terzetto supply 

beautiful natural stone tiles for bathrooms, kitchens, living spaces and staircases.

However complex your project may be; you might be looking for truly unique stone, bespoke tile sizes 
or an exclusive stone fireplace; Terzetto’s design expertise, together with their unswerving attention 

to detail will see your ideas transformed into the ultimate in luxury stone interiors.

Visit www.terzetto.co.uk to see some inspirational bathrooms, kitchens, living spaces and staircases.

Terzetto Natural Stone Tile Importers  
Cheshire Showroom:  17 King Street, Knutsford, Cheshire  WA16 6DW  Tel:  01565 755884

Yorkshire Showroom:  18a Marston Moor Business Park, near Tockwith  YO26 7QF  Tel: 01423 358855

Limestone • Marble • Traver tine • Slate • Mosaic

Terzetto Ches Life 0411+bleed:Terzetto Cheshire Life FP  05/04/2012  10:48  Page 1
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test DRIVInG Rolls-Royce
anD MoRe at the waRRen, 
aBeRsoch
august Bank holiday weekend 25th and 26th august, saw the warren 
- haulfryn group’s hugely popular and highly prestigious site in abersoch - 
welcome Rolls-Royce Motor cars Manchester for two days of customer driving 
experiences.

the event gave the warren residents and Rolls-Royce enthusiasts the perfect 
opportunity to test drive exquisite models from the Rolls-Royce range from 
the comfort of their own holiday homes.

a Rolls-Royce driving consultant, together with representatives from the 
dealership introduced residents to luxury models from across the Rolls-Royce 
range, inviting them to test the cars on some of the stunning stretches of road 
in north wales during the course of the last Bank holiday weekend of the year.

with a fully booked schedule of test drives and static models on display too, 
the Bank holiday weekend weather certainly held fair and helped make the 
weekend showcase the perfect event for the warren and Rolls-Royce Motor 
cars Manchester.

David smith, Marketing Manager at Rolls-Royce Motor cars Manchester said: 
“the opportunity to engage with our customers both old and new whilst 
they enjoyed the familiar quality of the warren’s perfect hospitality, top notch 
facilities and enviable setting allowed us to stage a really successful drive 
event, and we all look forward to returning in the near future to extend our 
great relationship with the warren and its residents. the exemplary levels of 
customer service from the warren’s team of staff really helped us to build on 
our great customer relationships and without their assistance the event would 
not have been the great success we were able to deliver”.

Whether it is a swimming pool, spa, sauna or steam room, Rigo Spa 
pride themselves on having designed some of the world’s most luxurious 
residential and commercial wellness constructions. 

Pushing the boundaries of modern-day technology, Rigo Spa enables 
clients to view incredible life-like digital images of their design prior to 
manufacture, allowing them to ensure the end product is exactly how 
they first envisaged. Whether clients have a specific visualization or vague 
concept, the superb design team will cater to their every whim, taking 
into consideration and advising on both functionality and practicality.

Offering exceptional first-class service from design, through to 
manufacture, to installation, Rigo Spa design custom-built 
solutions, tailored to meet client’s every desire. Having a widespread 
product range, Rigo Spa boasts a portfolio of fine craftsmanship, 
and a genuine commitment to manufacturing the most durable 
and aesthetically-pleasing models that are unparalleled in both their 
longevity and attention to detail. This professionalism is evident in each 
client relationship and also demonstrated in their nurturing after-sales 
assistance and maintenance.

Striving to create a sustainably conscious design process, Rigo Spa is 
heavily involved with energy saving technology and the reuse of water.

Fabricating all their bespoke products in-house from durable high quality 
material, Rigo Spa produces their very own feature-rich control units 
and encourages clients to view the items throughout the fabrication 
process in their factory to allow for minor adjustments and last minute 
tweaks. This level of perfection ensures the final product is exactly what 
was initially conceived by the client and positions Rigo Spa at the 
forefront of wellness constructions.

Rigo Spa | 1 Lanyork Road | Liverpool | L3 6JB

Telephone: +44 (0) 151 236 4259
Email: enquiries@rigospa.com

Twitter: @RigoSpa | Facebook: facebook.com/rigo.spa

www.rigospa.com

Luxury Spas, Swimming Pools, 
Saunas, Steam Rooms  

      Design | Manufacture | Installation  Rigo Spa

Hale Country Club ©
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Scan to see BeoVision 11 come alive  
or go to bang-olufsen.com/beovision11

CHALLENGE 
YOUR SENSES
witH tHE NEw 
BEOViSiON 11
A masterpiece of sound, picture and 
digital entertainment. Hear, see and feel 
this Bang & Olufsen Smart TV with full 
control from your iPad.

Available in 40”, 46” and 55” screen sizes.

Come and visit our showroom and see
for yourself.

Bang & Olufsen of King Street
4 Pall Mall, 55 King Street,
Manchester M2 4LQ
Tel. 0161 832 6159 
kingstreet@bang-olufsen.co.uk
www.bang-olufsen.com/kingstreet

Bang & Olufsen of King Street - BeoVision 11 Advert for Rolls Royce Magazine - Place at 100% (297 x 210mm +3mm Bleed)
Production questions: Lindsay Bradshaw Mobile:07847 716311  Email:studio@dizzimouse.co.uk

iPad is a tradem
ark of A

pple inc., registered in the U
.S. and other countries. 

Bang & Olufsen of King Street - BeoPlay A9 Advert for Rolls Royce Magazine - Place at 100% (297 x 210mm +3mm Bleed)
Production questions: Lindsay Bradshaw Mobile:07847 716311  Email:studio@dizzimouse.co.uk

A9
Jaw-dropping 
beautiful sound

Bang & Olufsen of King Street
4 Pall Mall, 55 King Street,
Manchester M2 4LQ
Tel. 0161 832 6159 
kingstreet@bang-olufsen.co.uk
www.bang-olufsen.com/kingstreet

£1,699

Experience this premium wireless music system in our showroom or at BEOPLAY.COM/A9



The limited edition carbon fibre collection from Lazerian
 Manufactured in partnership with URT 

www.lazerian.co.uk
0161 337 0999

Bespoke design and manufacturing available  

sPIRIt of ecstasy GRaces 
sIBeRIa 
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars has arranged the first-ever drive experience 
for prospects beyond the ural Mountains, following an enquiry from the 
tyumen oblast in siberia. a Rolls-Royce Ghost was presented in tyumen in 
cooperation with the leading regional business community.

“the importance of Russia for our business development is growing further. 
the interest from siberia in our motor cars underpins the universal appeal 
of arguably the ultimate symbol for success”, commented James crichton, 
Regional Director Rolls-Royce Motor cars for europe and south africa.  >>
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sPIRIt of ecstasy GRaces 
sIBeRIa 

tatiana fitzgerald, Managing Director of Rolls-Royce Motor cars Moscow, 
said: “siberia still has this very special connotation of myth, eternity and 
human endeavor which fits the Rolls-Royce brand perfectly. We were more 
than pleased to support this drive event as a first of more regional drive 
events to come.”  

Tyumen is historic ground; in 1586 Russian pioneers founded the first 
Russian settlement in siberia, around 1,700km (1,100 miles) southeast of 
Moscow. since then, located at the crossing of important trade routes, 
tyumen has become one of the business hubs in siberia. with a population 
of nearly 600,000 people it is the center of the tyumen oblast.

O’Keeffe Antiques
    Lighting & Interiors

WWW.OKEEFFEANTIQUES.CO.UK

2 CHRISTLETON ROAD, CHESTER, CH3 5UG

TELEPHONE: 01244 311279
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sPIRIt of ecstasy GRaces 
sIBeRIa 

Russia is the number one market for Rolls-Royce Motor cars in continental 
europe. sales show healthy growth based on sustained demand for Phantom 
and the additional momentum of Ghost extended wheelbase which was 
launched in Russia in March.

the award-winning Ghost has seen exceptional feedback since its debut, the 
latest being the “Best luxury car” award at the Moscow International Motor 
show 2012. Designed as a more informal Rolls-Royce, it has introduced a 
new generation of customers to the marque. Ghost extended wheelbase 
simply takes the principle even further. customers who require slightly more 
rear-cabin space to travel in uncompromising comfort are able to do so 
whilst still enjoying the peerless Ghost driving experience; in essence it is the 
perfect car for all occasions.B e s p o k e  T i m B e r  F r a m e D  B u i l D i n g s

garages, pool Houses, stables, garden Barns, pavilions, Holiday lodges, Workshops, staff  accommodation

Call: 01568 760540, Email: customclassics@courtyarddesigns.co.uk 
or visit: www.courtyarddesigns.co.uk

The Premier Marque of  British-built Oak framed outbuildings
20 years producing peerless Classic and Custom models 

Designed and manufactured in-house 
Full planning service available

                                            EST 1991

             BUILDINGS OF DISTINCTION

COURTYARD Ad rolls royce manchester:Layout 1  05/10/2012  09:22  Page 1
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MoRe Rolls-Royce Ghost clIents 
tuRn to BesPoKe PeRsonalIsatIon 
In the last year more than half of clients who specified a Rolls-Royce Ghost turned to bespoke 
personalisation.  the service, which includes anything from the application of unique paint colours, coach 
lines and tread plates to whole vehicle designs featuring champagne sets, humidors and picnic cabinets, 
helped drive Rolls-Royce to record sales last year. 

In total, 56% of Ghost and Ghost extended wheelbase models sold around the world featured bespoke 
design during this period.
>>
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MoRe Rolls-Royce 
Ghost clIents 
tuRn to BesPoKe 
PeRsonalIsatIon
the move to highly personalised Rolls-Royce Ghost 
models follows an increase in sales of bespoke Phantom 
family cars last year. More than eight in every ten Rolls-
Royce Phantom models passed through the hands of 
the team’s designers and skilled craftspeople, before 
being delivered to a client. In some markets in the 
Middle east every Phantom featured bespoke content.

“It is always our goal to exceed our clients’ highest 
expectations and fulfill their innermost desires,” said 
torsten Müller-Ötvös, Rolls-Royce ceo. “with highly 
bespoke Phantom and Ghost models, we are able 
to achieve this. the passion with which our bespoke 
craftspeople create these beautiful cars is reflected in 
some truly outstanding examples delivered across the 
globe last year.”

THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAIL

...SO TURN UP THE HEAT
In the hands of the world’s most visionary designers 
even practical items can become stunning works of art. 

Humble tools become treasures bringing pleasure to 
simple tasks. Stoves are no exception.

Both aesthetically and technologically, stove design has 
evolved.  A wealth of attractive, intelligent and environ-
mentally respectful solutions are now obtainable for 
every kind of home, location and lifestyle.

Shuff & Co is the North West supplier and installer of indoor 
and outdoor stoves and accessories from leading manufactur-
ers such as  Piazzetta, Rais, AK-47 and Harrie Leenders, 
through retail partners Robeys in Belper. 
Shuff & Co also supply a wide range of other stoves by 
manufacturers such as Firebelly and Jetmaster.

For more information on the services 
offered by Shuff & Co 
please call 01260 270049 
or 07946 883 536 
email darren@shuffandco.co.uk 
or visit shuffandco.co.uk

FOR THE COMPLETE SERVICESHUFF&Co

Piazzetta Stoccolma Fireplace with 360 Degree View
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a coMBInatIon 
of luXuRy 
enGIneeRInG
the proportion of Phantom family cars with bespoke 
content delivered to Middle eastern clients rose from 
75% in 2005 to 99% last year, while in europe the 
figure increased from 50% to 89%. In North America 
it rose from 30% to 84% over the same period and in 
Asia Pacific from 50% to 79%. In the United Kingdom, 
the third largest single market for Rolls-Royce Motor 
cars, the proportion of Phantom family cars featuring 
bespoke content increased from 60% to 88%.

as a result Rolls-Royce announced an expansion of its 
bespoke operation to meet growing demand, doubling 
the number of bespoke experts working at the home 
of Rolls-Royce in Goodwood by the end of the year.  
the company is also about to expand its manufacturing 
facility, partly due to the increase in demand for 
bespoke cars.

G R E E K  R E S T A U R A N T

Rozafa Restaurant & Tavera. Serving traditional Greek 
and Cypriot cuisine Rozafa's brings a touch of Greece 
to Stockport. A family owned and ran restaurant with 
traditional family values that guarantee you a special 
occassion all year round. 

Not just an award winning Greek restaurant but 
an experience you'll want to have time and time 
again. Come to Rozafa's and enjoy your evening 
mediterranean style! 
 
Rozafa is a light, easy going atmosphere were you 
can relax with friends and family. 

Stockport
27a St. Petersgate

Stockport
SK1 1EB

Manchester City Centre
63 Princess Street

Manchester
M2 4EQ

Manchester - 0161 236 6389
 Stockport - 0161 477 4849

www.rozafa.co.uk
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Johnny enGlIsh ReBoRn 
PhantoM V16 couPe 
coMes to Rolls-Royce 
MotoR caRs ManchesteR
In a recent interview, Rowan atkinson spoke about the Rolls-Royce V16 
Phantom Coupe and said, ‘All filming is smoke and mirrors and we could 
have put a plastic cover on to make it look like a V16, but I thought that 
wasn’t the way to go. Rolls-Royce didn’t want to do that either because it 
smacks of a lack of integrity. I asked them if they would be so kind and they 
got the engine out and put it in the car.’

when talking about the performance of the car and how it was to drive, 
Rowan said, ‘unbelievable it reminded me of that old cliché, it’s like the hand 
of God has grasped the back of the car and gone, “whoosshh…”’

you can come and visit the showroom to look at this showstopping car  
and our other beautiful motor cars from the Rolls-Royce model range  
Monday - friday 8.30am-6pm or on saturday 9.30am - 4pm.

Marshall House Saleroom
Atmospheric listed building in the historic 

Cheshire market town of Knutsford

A. John Emms (1843-1912) - youth with two horses at a trough, oil on canvas, signed. Sold £14,000
B.	 A	superb	and	fine	quality	Art	Deco	designed	diamond	set	pendant	necklet.	Sold	£70,000
C. A pair of 18th century hand painted Chelsea sauce boats. £41,000
D.	 1926	Austin	12/4	Windsor	Saloon.	Reg	No:	DK	1919.	Sold	£16,000
E.	 12	bottles	Domaine	Rousseau	Le	Chambertin	1999	in	original	carton.	Sold	£8,000
F. A Chinese porcelain Famille Verte bowl. Sold £15,200

Address: Marshall House, Church Hill, Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 6DH
Tel: 01565 653284   Fax: 01565 652341   Email: antiques@frankmarshall.co.uk   

www.frankmarshall.co.uk

A B C

D E F

www.frankmarshall.co.uk
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Rolls-Royce
steePeD In hIstoRy

1904 Rolls-Royce 10hP

the beginning of a legend

The Rolls-Royce name commemorates two of the most influential people to emerge at 
the beginning of the uK motor industry who shared a common vision to bring quality 

and perfection to the growing and somewhat haphazard world of the motor car.

henry Royce and charles Rolls came from very different backgrounds, but in the late 
1800s both were caught up in the excitement and novelty of motoring. Most of the few 
cars on British roads were imported from europe and driving was as much a matter of 

unreliability and adventure as it was of travelling.
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while Royce was working hard to improve himself and 
raise himself from poverty through his engineering abilities, 
charles stewart Rolls was living at the other end of the 
social spectrum. Rolls was born into the British aristocracy in 
1877, being the third son of lord and lady llangattock.

like most young men in similar families, Rolls was not 
troubled by the need to actually work for a living. he was 
educated at eton and cambridge university and seemingly 
was destined for a life of ease and luxury. however he 
had a natural flair for engineering and gained a degree in 
Mechanical engineering and applied sciences.

while at cambridge he became interested in cars and 
with his father went to france to experience what was 
then seen as “the continental pastime of motoring”. on 
his return he imported a Peugeot car in 1896 and with the 
19-year-old Rolls at the wheel, it became something of a 
sensation, as the first car ever seen at Cambridge, regularly 
flouting the 4 mph speed limit!

when he drove the Peugeot to the family home in 
Monmouth, wales, the journey took Rolls two days with 

many hours spent at the roadside working to 
keep it going. By the time Rolls graduated from cambridge 
he was probably the most skilful driver in Britain.

In 1900 Rolls dominated the automobile club’s 1,000 
Miles trial in his 12hp Panhard. such was his outstanding 
performance in all sections, including hill-climbing and speed 
contests that a special gold medal was struck in his honour. 

Rolls combined his ability and enthusiasm for driving with 
business acumen by establishing his own business, c.s. 
Rolls and co, which quickly became a leading motor car 
distributor. he persuaded claude Johnson, who had been 
the Royal Automobile Club Secretary, and a major figure in 
British motoring, to join the firm as a partner.

While the business flourished by selling imported cars, Rolls 
harboured two ambitions. firstly he wanted his name to be 
directly associated with cars and secondly he wanted to find 
a British car which was as good, if not better, than the ones 
he was selling.

the honouRaBle 
chaRles stewaRt Rolls

With over 25 years experience in designing & manufacturing bespoke furniture & 
architectural joinery for both residential & commercial projects, Bespoke Interiors made 
in Cheshire are driven by the pursuit of perfection, attention to detail & constantly 
searching for new materials & finishes to create furniture of the highest calibre.

We understand the unique demands of working with Interior Designers, Architects & 
Private clients. Our highly skilled craftsmen are continuously updated & trained to higher 
levels of skill & knowledge in order to deliver work of the highest quality.

Bespoke Interiors made in Cheshire are leaders in spraying techniques with a purpose 
built spray shop using the latest technology. Our in-house veneer plant allows us to 
provide our clients with a wide choice of finishes from around the globe. Other expertise 
includes gilding, glass bonding & Corian fabrication.

T:  0 1 6 1 3  4 3 7 9 7 2 
F:  01613  437973
www.bespoke-cheshire.co.uk

2nd Floor, Tameside Works, Park Road, Dukinfield, Cheshire, SK16 5PT
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frederick henry Royce was born on 27 March, 1863, the son of 
an impoverished miller from alwalton, near Peterborough. from 
the age of nine he was forced to seek work, following his father’s 
death. His first job was as a newspaper boy for W.H. Smith and 
sons in london and then as a telegraph messenger.

at the age of 14 he became an apprentice with the Great 
northern Railway works at Peterborough. there he learned the 
basics of engineering, while at his lodgings he was able to use hand 
and bench tools and lathe work in a well equipped workshop 
owned by his landlord, a Mr yarrow.

financial hardship meant that, at the age of 17, Royce was once 
again looking for work and in 1880, he joined a firm of machine 
tool makers in leeds, where he worked a 54 hour week for 11 
shillings (55pence) and also found the time to study the emerging 
science of electrical engineering.

with his self-taught knowledge of electricity he progressed 
through one of the first electric light companies to become, at 
the age of 19, technical advisor to the lancashire Maxim and 
western electric company. three years later he and a friend, 
ernest claremont, set up their own business as electrical engineers 
in cooke street, Manchester. 

Royce had £20 capital and claremont £50 for the business 
venture but their prosperity grew after Royce designed a small 
electric bell which sold for one shilling and six pence. the pair 
expanded into dynamos, electric light fittings and electric cranes.  
f.h. Royce and company went from strength to strength with a 
reputation for quality and reliability, which followed one of Royce’s 
maxims “the quality remains after the price is forgotten.”

In 1893 with his financial future looking brighter, Royce married 
Minnie Punt, daughter of a london printer, and built a house at 
Knutsford. In 1903 Royce bought himself a 10hp french Decauville 
car for the journey between his home and the factory.

while the Decauville was one of the more sophisticated cars 
on sale at the time, Royce was clearly irritated by the noise 
and vibration, and started to spend more and more time 
experimenting on carburation, ignition and general refinement, 
before announcing that he was going to build a batch of three cars 
to his own design.

these “light cars” designed by Royce and built by him and two 
apprentices. The first car started easily, ran smoothly and quickly 
and was very reliable – qualities which always impressed everyone 
who saw or rode in it.

fReDeRIcK henRy Royce

0161 439 5569

Cheshire Builders

As Cheshire builders with nearly 30 years experience we have gained a reputation for 
providing a friendly and reliable service, delivering work to a high standard.Over this time 
we have built up a comprehensive portfolio and acquired many loyal clients - we are proud 
to say that almost 90% of our work comes through word of mouth or recommendation.

Our prices are competitive and offer excellent value for money.
Estimates + advice are free.

info@exelbydevelopments.co.uk  |   www.exelbydevelopments.co.uk

Exelby Developments • Maple House • Maple Road • Bramhall • Cheshire SK7 2DH

EXELBY
D E V E L   P M E N T S
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It was the second of the three experimental cars made by 
Royce, which was the catalyst to the first meeting of the two 
men. henry edmunds, a director of Royce ltd, told charles 
Rolls about the two-cylinder car and persuaded him to travel to 
Manchester to see the car and its creator.

on 4 May 1904, Rolls, edmunds and Royce met at the Midland 
hotel. Rolls was initially sceptical about the abilities of a two-
cylinder powered car to be as refined as he believed would be 
necessary to appeal to his customers. however after a drive he 
became totally supportive and said later that Royce “ was the 
man I have been looking for years”. 

Rolls was anxious to have exclusive rights to sell Royce cars 
and an agreement was drawn up for c.s. Rolls and co. to take 
all the motor cars made by Royce ltd. the agreement, which 
was finally signed on 23 December 1904 included a clause 
stipulating that the cars should be called “Rolls-Royce”. at 
Rolls request, work started in earnest to build a range of cars 
to be exhibited at the Paris salon in early December 1904. a 
10hp Royce car, a 10hp Rolls-Royce car, a 15hp and a 20hp 
incomplete car and a 30hp 6-cylinder engine were all produced 
and exhibited. 

In anticipation of the formal agreement between Rolls and 
Royce the 10hp car carried the Rolls-Royce radiator and name. 
the Rolls-Royce company was formed in March 1906 and the 
following year Royce produced the silver Ghost, which was to 
set the standard for all models that followed. 

as was standard practice, Rolls-Royce cars were produced in 
chassis form for specialist coachbuilders to add the individual 
body style ordered by customers. Rolls-Royce cars maintained 
this tradition until 1946.

charles Rolls, tragically, did not enjoy the full success that his 
partnership with Royce became. as well as motor racing, he 
also had a passion for flying, being a pioneer in the air as well as 
on the ground. He died in a flying accident at Bournemouth on 
12 July 1910, being the first Englishman to be killed in an aircraft.

Henry Royce (he dropped his first name of Frederick) 
continued to create outstanding cars and the Rolls-Royce 
business flourished, outgrowing its original Manchester premises 
to expand with a new factory at first Derby (1908), then at 
crewe (1938 for aero engines, and 1945 for car production) 
until the all new Rolls-Royce manufacturing plant and head 
office was opened at Goodwood, West Sussex in 2003.

In 1931 Rolls-Royce acquired their rival, Bentley, which remained 
within the organisation until the end of 2002, with Bentley 
versions of Rolls-Royce models providing a second model line.

Royce was created a Baronet for his services to motoring and 
aero engines in 1930. he lived in west wittering, less than 10 
miles from Goodwood, from 1917 until he died, at the age of 
70, on 22 april 1933.

Rolls-Royce expanded into the development and production 
of aero engines (see below) and in 1971, the aero engine 
division required government funding to enable it to continue 
development work. This resulted in the flotation of the car 
business as a separate company in 1973.

subsequently the resulting Rolls-Royce motor car company 
at crewe became part of Vickers plc, with the aero engine 
manufacturer Rolls-Royce plc keeping the rights to the marque.

Rolls Meets Royce
Phantom 1, 1933
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Rolls-Royce celeBRates RecoRD 
GooDwooD ReVIVal
Rolls-Royce Motor cars celebrated a record Goodwood Revival over the weekend, with all three days of 
the popular event selling out for the first time ahead of Revival Friday. The local manufacturer of super luxury 
motor cars hosted customers, prospects and VIPs and also entertained the thousands of visitors to the world’s 
most popular historic motor race meeting in true Rolls-Royce style.   >>
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Michel Roux Jr.
Fine Dining with the Master Chef

Market Media Consultancy Ltd.
Bespoke Publishers, Designers and App Developers

Michel Roux Jr has created an iPhone App of culinary excellence with 67 Michelin recipes 
to create a � ne dining experience for your friends and family at home.

RECIPES
STUNNING RECIPE IMAGES
WINE RECOMMENDATIONS
INGREDIENTS LISTS
SHOPPING LIST
DETAILED STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
RECIPE COOK & PREP TIMES
VIDEOS
MICHEL ROUX JR BIOGRAPHY
ROUX TIMELINE
ROUX CONSULTANCY
ROUX SCHOLARSHIP
RESTAURANTS
DAY IN THE LIFE OF LE GAVROCHE
BOOKS
SHARING

Developed and designed by Market Media Consultancy.
Contact Chris Shorley or Steve Streetly on 01253 319882/3
Email sales@mmcmedia.com
www.mmcapps.com   www.mmcmedia.com

THE FINE DINING APP FROM THE HOUSE OF ROUX - SET TING THE STANDARD FOR CULINARY EXCELLENCE

A word from Michel
I hope you enjoy my App and have fun recreating the 
recipes at home. We will be updating the App on a 
monthly basis with new recipes, videos and cooking 
tips and we welcome your feedback on how to 
improve or add further information. You can contact 
us by clicking on the feedback button on the App or 
by emailing us here.

Bon appétit

Voted no.1 Chef’s App
by the Guardian Newspaper

GIFT THIS APP TO YOU FRIENDS, FAMILY AND 
COLLEAGUES TO ENHANCE THEIR CULINARY 
SKILLS WITH RECIPES FROM THE MASTER CHEF

 

Rolls-Royce celeBRates 
RecoRD GooDwooD ReVIVal
an authentic recreation of a 1960s dealership - the Rolls-Royce showroom at the 
March Motor works – attracted great interest, with a spectacular 1962 silver cloud II 
Drophead coupé in lustrous black prominently displayed ‘for sale’. attention to detail 
included original vintage signage, a showroom manager in appropriate business attire 
and an imposing safe in one corner.   >>
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Rolls-Royce celeBRates 
RecoRD GooDwooD ReVIVal
with a theatrical twist, only possible at the Goodwood Revival, the showroom hosted 
glamorous movie star couples throughout the weekend. with impromptu photo calls 
and the ever-present paparazzi, a cordon of the Goodwood Runners (period police 
force) were on hand to hold back the adoring fans.  
 
Rolls-Royce was also represented on the Motor circuit throughout the event, with a 
beautiful silver cloud I Drophead coupé in light blue, with bodywork by h.J. Mulliner 
& co. ltd., forming part of the course Director’s entourage. over 100 very special 
guests were conveyed in period luxury, with the silence of the ‘magic carpet ride’ only 
marginally disturbed by the ticking of the clock.
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Welcome to No. 88 Quay West 
The Isle of  Man’s most prestigious waterfront penthouse and  
Winner of  “What House?” Award for Best Apartment Scheme 2011

Welcome to the Isle of  Man, where our unspoiled countryside, thriving 
economy and favourable rates of  taxation are just some of  the reasons the 
Island scored the highest ever rating by MORI as a place to live.

Occupying a prime waterfront location in the Island’s capital is No. 88 
Quay West, where award-winning architecture and interior design combine 
to create the ultimate city retreat.

This exclusive duplex penthouse apartment is offered fully furnished and 
ready for immediate occupation at £1.995m

Heritage Homes Premier Collection

By appointment

+44 (0) 1624 615000

www.premierproperty.im

21-24 Victoria Street, Douglas, Isle of  Man, IM1 2LE

Price correct at time of  print

Skyline lifestyle



Rolls-Royce PhontoM seRIes II
PhantoM couPé
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Lloyds Autobody Ringway was established in August 2000 catering for the High Performance 
and Prestige vehicle market.  We have grown to become Manchester’s Premiere Manufacturers 
Approved Accident Repair Centre, equipped with the latest technology to repair your vehicle back 
to Factory Standards.

We handle your claim regardless of Insurer with one aim “Quality Without Compromise” 

Lloyds Autobody Ringway gained accreditation for Rolls Royce Motor Cars in April 2004.  This Award 
is only open to a select few of vehicle repairers throughout the United Kingdom.  We are Audited 
yearly to ensure our repairs and processes are in line with Rolls Royce’s “Commitment to Care”.

We are proud to maintain a close working Partnership with Rolls Royce and look forward to the 
future together.

With this in mind Lloyds Autobody aims to continually set new standards of quality control and 
customer care, by ensuring our personal commitment to “Setting the Standard”.

We o� er free advice on all body work requirements, whether insurance, should I claim, what to do in 
the case of an accident, or just a summer time clean of your vehicles paint work.  We can o� er you:-

• On/O�  Site estimating – we can come to you*
• Free collection and delivery service*
• Valeting and Specialist Waxing
• Hood re-proo� ng for the Winter.

Accredited Paint & Body Repair Centre for Rolls Royce
Unit 11, Ringway Trading Estate, Mollington Road, Manchester M22 5LH

Located close to Manchester Airport we cater for you and your vehicle’s needs by o� ering a service which is 
open and friendly, with honest opinions, feel free to come and visit us anytime.

Setting The Standard

*mileage restrictions apply please call to arrange

Tel: 0161 437 9911    Fax : 0161 493 9911
www.lloyds-autobody.com    email: ringway@lloyds-autobody.com

Dedicated To Excellence



102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc
Rolls-Royce produces cars that represent the pinnacle in luxurious motoring for the 
world’s most discerning customers.  however, the company also recognises the need 
to look to the future and to plan for long-term sustainable growth. an investigation 
into alternative drive-train options is an important step in that process.  >>
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• Security Officers

• Retail Security

• Building Security

• Industrial & Commercial Security

• Static Security Guards

• Mobile Patrols

• Event Security Teams

• Alarm Response

• Close Protection/Bodyguarding

• Chauffeur Services & Armoured Vehicles

• wedding security

• key holding 

• cctv

• concierge services

www.extremesecurityltd.co.uk
Providing Security Services throughout Cheshire and the UK

0844 277 2502
• Alarm Response

• Close Protection/Bodyguarding

• Chauffeur Services & Armoured Vehicles

• Wedding Security

• Keyholding

• CCTV

• Concierge Services

www.extremesecurityltd.co.uk
Providing Security Services throughout Cheshire and the UK
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• Event Security Teams

• Alarm Response

• Close Protection/Bodyguarding

• Chauffeur Services & Armoured Vehicles

• wedding security

• key holding 

• cctv

• concierge services

www.extremesecurityltd.co.uk
Providing Security Services throughout Cheshire and the UK

0844 277 2502
102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc
with 102eX, also to be known as the Phantom experimental electric (ee), it is 
the company’s intention to carefully test the opinions and reactions to alternative 
drive-train options of a range of stakeholders including owners, enthusiasts, 
members of the public and the media.

throughout 2011 Phantom ee will serve as a working test bed, giving owners, 
VIPs, the media and enthusiasts the opportunity to experience an established 
alternative drive-train technology and to feed back their experiences, thoughts and 
concerns directly.

 the bank of research gathered from a global drive programme that will include 
europe, the Middle east, asia and north america will be crucial to decisions 
affecting alternative drive-trains for Rolls-Royce Motor cars.

there are no plans to build a production version of this car. Phantom ee’s role is 
as a test bed, designed to explore established BeV technologies, to pose as well as 
to answer questions.

can Phantom ee deliver an acceptable range for customers without frequent 
re-charging? Is there confidence in its ability to operate in extreme conditions? 
will reliability and quality be consistent with expectations of the world’s pinnacle 
automotive brand? >>
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 
Phantom ee also poses more fundamental questions: Is an all-electric drive-train 
able to deliver an authentic Rolls-Royce experience for customers, an experience 
that truly befits the marque?

whether all-electric or another alternative drive-train option is right for Rolls-
Royce will become clearer when the test programme is complete at the end of 
the year. 

102eX – PhantoM eXPeRIMental electRIc (ee)

Reinvention is part of being timeless and Phantom ee is the latest in a line of 
experimental vehicles from Rolls-Royce Motor cars. It builds on a legacy which 
dates back to 1919 and 1eX.

experimental models are used to test and evaluate new technologies and 
applications which could shape future Rolls-Royce products. unlike a concept car, 
Rolls-Royce experimental models are always fully functioning, drivable vehicles 
using tangible materials such as wood, leather and metals rather than clay and 
foam or other concepts.

they present engineers and designers with the opportunity for real-world 
innovation and are used not only to showcase new components and engineering 
techniques but also to evaluate them. >>

Bespoke

Sustainable

Restoration

Bespoke

Sustainable

Restoration

Bespoke

Sustainable

Restoration
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc
the latest in this line of experimental projects began with a Rolls-Royce Phantom, 
a strikingly modern and immaculately proportioned car in which high technology 
and hand-craftsmanship combine to produce something extraordinary.

Phantom ee features the car’s ground-breaking aluminium spaceframe, so 
important to dynamic prowess, as well as the sense of calm and tranquillity 
enjoyed by occupants. however, the naturally aspirated 6.75-litre V12 petrol 
engine and 6-speed gearbox have been replaced by a lithium ion battery pack and 
two electric motors mounted on the rear sub-frame. these motors are connected 
to a single speed transmission with integrated differential.

each motor is power rated to 145kw, giving Phantom ee a maximum power 
output of 290kw and torque of 800nm available over a wide band.  this 
compares with 338kw for standard Phantom with maximum torque of 720nm, 
delivered at 3,500rpm.

the nickel cobalt Manganese battery chemistry holds around 230wh/kg,a high 
energy density which is important in achieving an acceptable range between 
re-charges. Pre-launch tests suggests Phantom ee should run to a range of up to 
200km. Delivered on an effortless wave of torque, 0-60mph will be achieved in 
under eight seconds (5.7 seconds in standard Phantom), with top speed limited to 
160kph.  >>
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GIBBON BRIDGE , CHIPPING, FOREST OF BOWLAND, LANCS PR3 2TQ 
T: (0)1995 61456   |   E: RECEPTION@GIBBON-BRIDGE.CO.UK   |   WWW.GIBBON-BRIDGE.CO.UK

We are celebrating our thirtieth birthday this year!  My late 
mother and I opened Gibbon Bridge in November  1982. 

Thirty years on the place has blossomed from a fifty cover a la 
carte restaurant, bar and lounge area with six bedrooms to a 
four star hotel and restaurant with thirty bedrooms offering 
fine dining with locally sourced produce, and beautiful award 
winning gardens.  

Gibbon Bridge and cars are my passions and as a classic and 
vintage car enthusiast I have always loved driving.  I am currently 
the proud owner of a 1939 Derby Bentley and there aren’t many 
differences between running a Bentley and a hotel!

Both are well oiled machines that take a great deal of organisation, 
care and tweaking to ensure good service; and that is something 
we always offer at Gibbon Bridge. 

Many car clubs, including the Bentley Drivers and Rolls Royce 
Enthusiast Clubs, are regular visitors to us for rallies, lunches, 
dinners and overnight stays. 

They are able to enjoy the fabulous beauty of the Forest of 
Bowland and the wonderful country roads that are made for 
vintage car driving.

An added bonus is our secure car parking and we can offer both 
groups and individuals exceptionally good value for money.  I 
would like to offer you the opportunity to come and share in the 
Gibbon Bridge experience at a special rate so please contact us to 
book your visit. 

102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 
This is the first application of the technology in a GKL++ segment (super luxury 
vehicles priced at more than €200,000) and the battery pack is thought to be the 
largest ever fitted to a road car.

evaluation of technology is an important part of the test programme. however, 
more fundamentally the car will seek answers to questions posed of Rolls-Royce 
owners: what their needs might be for the future considering factors such as 
range, performance and re-charging infrastructure.

the feedback from customers – as well as media, stakeholders and enthusiasts 
via the website www.electricluxury.com - will prove essential in evaluating the 
appropriateness of battery electric technology for Rolls-Royce.

It will help inform a decision on whether all-electric, or another alternative drive-
train technology, will be most appropriate for the world’s best cars of the future. 

DesIGn

“It’s a credible design concept that perfectly complements the experimental 
nature of the car, exploring options in light, space and use of materials. had 
we changed the overall aesthetic, the concept would have lost credibility; our 
audience would assume it was simply a styling exercise. the reality is that this is 
an experimental vehicle in its truest sense, challenging perceptions, emotions and 
values - as well as exploring alternative drive-train technology.” – Ian cameron, 
chief Designer Rolls-Royce Motor cars. >>
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 
102eX bears the famous hallmarks of the Rolls-Royce Phantom on which it is based, 
such as hand craftsmanship, fine detailing and iconic design cues like the pantheon 
grille and the spirit of ecstasy which celebrates its centenary in 2011. however, at 
the core of its design is the essence of an experimental vehicle, establishing this car’s 
status as a test bed, while subtly alluding to its electric power plant.

the design creates a different aesthetic, experimenting with interior space and 
materials, as well as trims and illumination. these are framed around functional 
considerations for a battery electric Rolls-Royce - how the car is likely to be used 
and the changes that the technology brings in terms of interior space and exterior 
detailing. Naturally, these changes are executed in a way that affirms the car’s 
credentials as a Rolls-Royce.

atlantIc chRoMe eXteRIoR

Our designers were challenged with creating a finish for Phantom EE which 
immediately signified a special car, distinguishing it from standard Phantom models 
in the absence of many overt design changes. not an easy task, since all Phantom 
models are special – with customers benefitting from a range of bespoke paint 
options running to some 45,000 colours.

Extensive research however had revealed a highly reflective paint using ceramic 
nano particles. under a microscope these mimic the impression of a silver metal, 
but are between 8,000 and 80,000 times smaller than the thickness of a hair or 
1,000 times smaller than the size of a normal metallic paint particle. 

v

Beautiful 
 Security

LIVERPOOL: Shield North West  t: 0151 207 7822   
f: 0800 619 0360  e: info@shieldnw.co.uk  www.shieldnw.co.uk 

LONDON:  Shield Security Doors Ltd.   
t: 0208 795 3178 m: 07760 757962   
e: info@shieldsecuritydoors.co.uk  www.shieldsecuritydoors.co.uk

BIRMINGHAM: Shield Mercian  t: 0121 356 5113   
e: info@shieldmercian.co.uk  www.shieldmercian.co.uk

Armoured locks protected  
by two drilling-resistant  
manganese plates.

Main and additional locks  
are installed in protective  
steel boxes.

Security hinges have height 
adjustment mechanisms.

On the hinge side there are eight 
16mm diameter locking bolts.

On the lock side, there are six 
locking bolts and two additional 
bolts directed upwards and 
downwards. Each bolt is 
protected by a steel sleeve in  
the door frame.

The inner door is of a combined 
structure: grating, steel sheet 
and grating again. Even if the 
outside grating was damaged, 
the door is still protected by the 
steel plate and inside grating.

Double thermal insulation:  
30mm of rock wool on both sides 
of the steel sheet (60mm in 
total) provides excellent noise 
and thermal insulation.

The entire structure is covered by 
finishing board whose colour and 
design can selected from  
an extensive choice

The lock pins are protected 
against damage not by steel 
sheet, but by a 15 mm thick  
bent profile.

The frame is fixed in the opening 
by 17 pins, protected by steel 
liners of 24 mm.
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TEN FEATURES THAT MAKE A SHIELD  
SECURITY DOOR THE BEST YOU CAN GET.

The brains behind the beauty. 
As you can see from the picture above, the minute attention to detail inside our 
doors is equal to the good looks of the outside. Any unauthorised means of entry 
is eliminated – nothing is left to chance.

We manufacture custom-designed security doors, windows and panic rooms to 
your exact specifications. To prove their toughness and quality, all our products 
are independently tested in Germany – not only for intruder protection, but also 
for fire resistance, heat loss, sound, wind and water proofing. All of which means 
they look good and they easily outperform any other security door on the market.

We not only manufacture and sell the best, but we also make sure that they’re 
installed perfectly and we guarantee every door we make. 

Call today for our free quotation service or a copy of our latest brochure. 

M: 07840 346224  e: info@shieldnw.co.uk  www.shieldnw.co.uk
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc
test parts were produced and the design team were impressed with the results, 
knowing that the larger the object covered the better it would look. But they 
were under no illusions as to the task ahead.

In all sixteen coats of paint were needed, of which four were atlantic chrome, 
and many hours of time dedicated to ensuring a perfect end result. The finish is 
a striking one. Phantom ee commands the stage, with taut almost chiselled lines 
giving a wet impression to the car. this only grows in character as light conditions 
change.  

IlluMInateD sPIRIt of ecstasy

as well as the launch of 102eX, 2011 marks another milestone in the history of 
Rolls-Royce Motor cars. on 6 february 1911, the design for charles sykes’ spirit 
of Ecstasy was first registered, signalling the start of a 100 year period in which 
this famous icon has adorned the prow of Rolls-Royce cars, from the famous 
silver Ghosts, clouds and shadows of the 20th century to today’s hand-built 
Phantom and Ghost models.

Freeman & Co Solicitors, UK based criminal law practice
Freeman & Co Solicitors is one of the UK's best known criminal law practices, 
headed by its founder, Nick Freeman. We provide an extensive range of specialist 
legal representation throughout the UK.

 • Motoring Offences  • General Crime  • Fraud

Nick has acted for a string of high-profile celebrities. His success in the courtroom 
has earned him the nickname “Mr Loophole”.

Motoring Offences
We are recognised as being the leading 
firm in this field of law. Offences include 
dangerous driving, failing to stop, 
causing death whilst driving and failing 
to provide a specimen, with the most 
common being:

Crime
We specialise in defending people 
accused of general crime including 
serious crime such as murder, 
manslaughter, organised crime, GBH, 
ABH, assault, drugs offences, armed 
robbery, blackmail, extortion, threats 
to kill, theft, benefit fraud, proceeds of 
crime, public order offences, terrorism, 
rape and other sexual offences.

Fraud
Fraud offences include conspiracy, 
mortgage fraud, false documentation 
and counterfeit goods charges, 
passport and ID fraud, benefit fraud, 
money laundering, false accounting 
and fraudulent trading.

Our early intervention can prevent 
catastrophic outcomes leaving client 
reputations intact. You can depend 
on our clear thinking, straight talking 
and practical legal advice.

8 Oxford Court
M2 3WQ

Manchester, UK
www.nickfreemansolicitors.co.uk

Drink Driving

The police can stop you randomly however 
they cannot request that you provide a breath 
sample without good reason to suspect that 
you have been drinking.

Driving Without Due Care
The prosecution must prove that the 
standard of your driving departed 
from the standard of a reasonable 
prudent driver in all the circumstances 
of the case.

Speeding

The option to dispute is always available 
allowing the matter to proceed to court. 
Successful prosecution is far from straight 
forward and the potential penalties can be high.

Authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority

With Freeman & Co you will receive the following:

• Nick Freeman's expertise and experience in cases
• Bespoke service tailored to your case, lifestyle and existing commitments
• Senior Solicitor's attendance with you at a Police Station as required
• Specialist representation from our Senior Solicitors
• Personal telephone support 24/7 from a Senior Solicitor
• Unrivalled legal expertise
• Enviable track record of successful cases
• Sympathetic publicity management if yours is a high profile case
 
Contact us to see how we can help you.

For your free initial consultation call +44 (0)161 236 7007
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 
Phantom ee’s spirit of ecstasy, sits atop the radiator grille above the red double-R 
badge applied to eX models. Made of Makrolon, rather than stainless steel, it 
will be bathed in blue leD light, hinting at the electric technology beneath the 
bonnet. this stunning image complements the keynote graphic of website – www.
electricluxury.com – where Rolls-Royce Motor cars will expand the debate 
on the question of electric luxury to the online community, taking views from 
enthusiasts, media and members of the public.

InteRIoR DetaIlInG

Atlantic chrome-finished dashboard dials echo the exterior colour, providing a 
sense of interior-exterior balance and their analogue displays maintain the timeless 
architecture that every Phantom interior commands.

other changes hint at further evolutionary designs applied to the car. for 
example, some dials have been subtly modified to provide information needed by 
the driver of an electric vehicle. the fuel gauge in particular has been replaced by 
an elegant battery charge indicator.

one of the most pleasing features of every Rolls-Royce Phantom interior is the 
power reserve dial located beside the speedometer. this reveals how much of the 
V12 engine’s power remains at a driver’s disposal. Phantom ee takes this concept 
a step further. >>
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 
It features a regeneration symbol which takes the dial beyond the normal 100% 
line of standard Phantom. Depending on the momentum gathered, it conveys the 
degree of re-charge taking place as the vehicle is in motion.

eXteRIoR Re-chaRGInG PoInt

Re-charging is undertaken with a plug and five-pin socket which takes the place 
of the normal fuel filling mechanism for Phantom.The standard fuel filler cap has 
been replaced by a design featuring a clear window, displaying the RR logo and 
102eX motif. the window frames rear-mounted, tricolour leDs which present the 
car’s charging status.

On start up, the socket is bathed in blue light. This begins to flash as charging 
commences. When completely charged, the display turns green, then flashing 
green as the solenoid is disengaged. a potential fault in the system is indicated by 
either constant or flashing red light.

charging can be halted via a switch located adjacent to the plug. the process can 
also be operated inside the vehicle using controls accessed beneath the centre 
console, for example when induction charging is taking place. >>

Ask about biOrb at your local aquatics store or buy online at www.reef-one.com

t last, an aquarium for busy people. biOrbs 
have built-in lighting and simple filtration

that really works. The filter cartridges are easy
to change and it only takes a few seconds.

A revealing truth about aquarium filters
Many traditional aquariums have a filter on the
side or at the top, but guess what - fish waste
sinks. biOrbs have a filter hidden at the bottom
of the aquarium. Put simply, a biOrb filter   

works where there is most 
waste to filter. 

Why they’re made from acrylic, not glass
Acrylic is ten times stronger than glass. Why’s
that so important? Just ask anyone who’s
broken a glass aquarium 
and flooded their home. 
Did you know it’s 
also clearer? 
Acrylic has a 
transparency rate of 
93% but glass only allows 70% of light to pass
through. With a biOrb it’s been said that “it’s
like watching fish in high definition”.

All you’ll need to get started is included
You’ll also   get step-by-step instructions to
help you on your way. Just sit back and
enjoy the magic of keeping fish. What’s
more, every biOrb is backed by our 
no-quibble 12 month guarantee.

Tested in Hannover, Germany
biOrbs have been tested by the world renowned
University of Veterinary Medicine in Hannover

to make sure they provide a healthy 
environment for your fish. 

Over one million sold worldwide
Over a million biOrb owners now keep 
fish the easy way with a biOrb. If you 
ever thought that an aquarium would be

nice to have, but didn’t like the idea of all the
maintenance, then a biOrb is for you. They’re
specifically designed to be simple to set up and
easy to look after.

biOrbs are available in many shapes, 
sizes and colours to suit every home. 
Choose yours today. Visit us online at 
www.reef-one.com 

Inside the patented biOrb filter.
Air driven filtration creates 

vigorous water flow. This 
maintains oxygen saturation. 

Circular water flow collects fish
waste and traps it in the 

easy-to-change cartridge.
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“For people who’d like an aquarium, 
but are too busy to look after one”
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 
 centRe console DetaIl

A key identifier for Phantom EE is the design of the centre console charging and 
display, sited below the central arm rest. a simple switch is used to start and halt 
charging, while the display itself features a bright plate with an image of a battery, 
lit by leDs.

Reflecting the lights applied to the exterior charging point, this image changes 
colour according to the charge status of the car. a blue-lit battery shows the 
vehicle is on standard charge, while pulsating blue indicates that inductive charging 
is taking place. Green indicates a fully charged battery while red notifies engineers 
of a potential fault in the system. 

coRInoVa leatheR

 “at Rolls-Royce we pride ourselves in producing an authentic and natural 
product for customers, the quality of which is second to none. seton corinova 
is an experimental vegetable-tanned leather that allows us to celebrate more 
of the curves, creases and other features that are part and parcel of the life of 
the animal. It’s a more sympathetic process that stretches our understanding 
of Rolls-Royce interior expectations. owners’ reactions will prove fascinating 
during the tour.” – andrew Monachan, Rolls-Royce Motor cars General Manager, 
leathershop. >>

At Home 
Thankfully, van Zeller is not confined just to Harrogate. 
His ‘at home’ service means that you can treat guests to 
award winning food at your preferred location whatever the 
occasion. My advice is to book him whilst you can. He is 
already loved by his diners as the recent The Good Food 
Guide Restaurant 2013 award proves and I’m sure he will 
have a waiting list for his ‘at home’ service before too long. 

Van Zeller
Montpellier Street

Harrogate HG1 2TQ 

Tel: 01423 508762
www.vanzellerrestaurants.co.uk

Opening hours: 
Lunch - Tuesday to Saturday noon to 2pm

Sunday lunch - noon to 2pm 
Dinner: Tues to Sat 6pm to 10pm 

7773

Tom van Zeller’s eponymous 
restaurant on Harrogate’s 
Montpellier Street is barely 

as big as an art boutique. It’s a 
good setup for a perfectionist; a 
size which lets an ambitious chef 
patron keep an eye on each dish 
and an eye on every table.

Intimate, it  is also a little  mysterious, 

lighting bestowing upon it a touch 
of the palm reader’s table, or the 
conjurer’s lair. Fitting, because 
this 34-yearold with his sights set 
squarely on a Michelin star does 
seem capable of whisking up a 
little culinary magic.

As the new custodian of this 
Food and Drink page, the place 

thinly sliced and curious, like 
scattered cross sections of a tiny 
brain, its taste and feel conjuring 

thoughts of musk and earth and 
wood and wax.

foam, which, in the mouth, offered 
the bitterness and smoke of lapsang 
souchong tea with the wispy texture 
of soap suds; a lesson that watching 
Great British Menu and Masterchef 
are not the same as eating actual 
food. 

- an ingenious format which allows 
you to eat two-thirds of a starter 
many times in a row, thereby giving 
your chef room to show off as many 
techniques as he likes.

This was the vegetarian tasting 
menu – a rarity – and it did what 
so much veggie food fails to do: 
abandoning the notion that there 
must be some meat-like focal point 
or mass of starch, and instead 
celebrating what the ingredients 
can do.

The result is a succession of tastes 
and textures, sprinkled, squirted, 
spread, dabbed, balanced and 
otherwise artfully arranged alongside 
complimentary tastes and contrasting 
textures.

Getting a taste of Van Zeller sweet 
chantenay carrots, mealy chestnuts, 
faintly fungal Yorkshire Blue cheese 
and a moreish, crunchy soil of charcoal 
biscuits. Beautiful puy lentils, tiny glazed 
root veg, celeriac fondant, parsnip crisp, 

a winter roast.

For dessert, a geometrically perfect 
strip of quivering blackberry delice – 
mousse on a sponge base – and a 
parallel structure of crisp, contoured 
pastry, so delicate it might fracture at 
a mere glance.

And yes, that may be a full length 

which greets you at the entrance, 
but Van Zeller himself is twice as 

approachable as you might think, and 
only half as cocky. It’s not arrogance 
which put that picture there, nor 
placed his name on the door, nor set 
the prices where they are.

stamp his identity on the place and 
say: “Here, this is me, this is my 
food”.

Everything about this restaurant 
is Van Zeller – it’s high class 
but maintains a relatively 
modest profile, it draws on the 
best elements of international 
gastronomy but utilises local 
produce and, like Tom himself, is 
very Harrogate but could probably 
be a success anywhere in the 
world.

Van Zeller

Montpellier Street
Harrogate
HG1 2TQ

Tel: 01423 508 762
www.vanzellerrestaurants.co.uk

Opening hours:

Lunch - Tuesday to Saturday
noon to 2pm

Sunday lunch - noon to 4pm

Dinner: Tues to Sat 6pm to 10pm

approachable as you might think, and 
only half as cocky. It’s not arrogance 
which put that picture there, nor 
placed his name on the door, nor set 
the prices where they are.

stamp his identity on the place and 
say: “Here, this is me, this is my 
food”.

Everything about this restaurant 
is Van Zeller – it’s high class 
but maintains a relatively 
modest profile, it draws on the 
best elements of international 
gastronomy but utilises local 
produce and, like Tom himself, is 
very Harrogate but could probably 
be a success anywhere in the 
world.

Van Zeller

Montpellier Street
Harrogate
HG1 2TQ

Tel: 01423 508 762
www.vanzellerrestaurants.co.uk

Opening hours:

Lunch - Tuesday to Saturday
noon to 2pm

Sunday lunch - noon to 4pm

Dinner: Tues to Sat 6pm to 10pm

Tom van Zeller’s eponymous restaurant on Harrogate’s 
Montpellier Street is barely as big as an art boutique. It’s a good 
setup for a perfectionist; a size which lets an ambitious chef 
patron keep an eye on each dish and an eye on every table. 
Intimate, it is also a little mysterious which is fitting because 
this 34-year old is capable of whisking up a little culinary magic. 

As a relatively new food writer, the place delivered a series of 
firsts which called my qualifications into serious question. There 
was my first taste of edible foam, which, in the mouth, offered 
the bitterness and smoke of lapsang souchong tea with the 
wispy texture of soap suds; a lesson that watching Great British 
Menu and Masterchef are not the same as eating actual food. 

This is not a vegetarian restaurant but this was my first 
vegetarian tasting menu – a rarity – and it did what so 
much veggie food fails to do: abandoning the notion that 
there must be some meat-like focal point or mass of starch, 
and instead celebrating what the ingredients can do.

Everything about this restaurant is van Zeller – it’s high class 
but maintains a relatively modest profile, it draws on the best 
elements of international gastronomy but utilises local produce 
and, like Tom himself, is very Harrogate but could probably be a 
success anywhere in the world.

High class in Harrogate and at home
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc
Interior wood veneers present Phantom owners with unique grains, patterns and 
detail adding weight to the fact that every model leaving Goodwood is as unique 
as the finger print of its owner. Phantom EE takes this concept a step further.

Its leather interior is derived from a natural vegetable tanning process christened 
Corinova. This gives life to the car, adding definition to the seats, floor and arm 
rests.

Most leather produced for automotive applications is chrome tanned. this is an 
important constituent that helps to stabilise animal hides and transfer collagen 
into leather fibres. The barrel-dyeing process used to colour Phantom interior 
leathers gives a rich, uniform pigmentation while maintaining the natural feel and 
softness.

an experimental leather, corinova distinguishes itself by being entirely chrome 
free. It starts with a preparation of Glutardialehyde to prepare for tanning. 
chestnut extract, sustainably sourced from southern europe and tara powder 
from crushed fruit of the tara bush in south america are used for drum-spun 
colouring. fruits are harvested without damage to the plant and the product is 
finished with a combination of natural binders and high tech polymers. >>

To request a BROCHURE or find your LOCAL STOCKIST   Tel: 01625 613177   Email: ssd@edgarbrothers.com 

zgun.co.uk
Follow Edgar Brothers...

Z-Ambassador EL 

The AMBASSADOR EL is the flagship of the Z Series offering the ultimate in hand finishing. 

The EL features a fully hand shaped frame and fences joined to a stock of exhibition grade 

Turkish walnut. Fences are fully hand engraved with deep scroll and game scenes and 

finished in French gray. Gold inlays in the game scenes are available on request. Stocks are 

finely hand checkered and finished in hand rubbed-oil. The Ambassador comes with stock 

and barrel socks in an elegant motor case.
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 
the process lends itself only to certain earthy colours – in the case of Phantom 
ee a chestnut colour for seat covers and Quebracho Brown for other areas such 
as the floor and trunk lining, both of which are made of durable saddle leather.

as well as aesthetic differences, corinova leather presents a number of practical 
benefits. It uses less paint finish than in standard chrome-tanned leather and 
creates less waste. It negates the use of petrol-refined products and with further 
development, it may be possible to use recycled corinova leather in agriculture to 
aerate soil. 

Rolls-Royce fully expects perceptions to be challenged and first impressions will 
no doubt focus on appearance, as features that define the life of the animal are 
more clearly visible in areas like seats and armrests than in production Phantom 
interiors.  A change from the sumptuous finish applied to Phantom leather may 
imply a compromise to some owners, but others may welcome distinguishing 
features that stretch individualisation for Rolls-Royce Phantom models ever 
further. 

as well as gauging owner feedback, the leather will be tested for its durability and 
performance after several months on tour.

InteRIoR Panels

the interior of Phantom ee represents a departure from the traditional wood 
sets that define the majority of cars delivered to customers, providing a unique 
finish to the car. It features a distinctive aluminised foil weave that lifts the 
environment of the interior, contrasting sharply with the darker natural leather 
within. as is the case with corinova leather, the aim is to challenge traditional 
perceptions of what might constitute a Rolls-Royce interior design scheme.  >>
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BatteRy PacK

Phantom ee is thought to have the largest passenger car battery in the world. 
Peak current is 850a, delivered at 338V Dc. overall capacity is 71kwh.

the pack is comprised of large-format ncM pouch cells. ncM (lithium-
nickel-cobalt-Manganese-oxide) is a variant of lithium-ion chemistry that has 
particularly high energy and power densities.

The Phantom EE battery pack houses five modules of cells, a 38-cell module, a 
36-cell module, and three smaller ones of ten, eight and four arranged in various 
orientations within an irregular shaped unit. this resembles the overall shape of 
the original engine and gearbox. 

each of the 96 cells was individually tested before assembly into modules to 
determine their characteristics and capacity. sub-assemblies were further tested 
under load to verify that the power connections between each cell perform to 
specification.

the electronic sensing units for each group of cells were tested and calibrated 
prior to assembly and put through a rigorous temperature cycling regime 
designed to provoke failure of weak components.  the main electronic box, which 
contains the switching and control gear, was tested in isolation from the other 
components to verify correct operation. >>

JlD aRchItectuRe
hP

Gilbert Tax Consultants LLP
Offices in London, Leeds and Newcastle

T: 0800 734 3333
E: enquiries@gilberttax.co.uk
www.gilberttax.co.uk

Gilbert Tax will:
✔  Rigorously defend our clients’ 

position within the scope and 
parameters of the law
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Cloudside Shooting Ground | Red Lane | Congleton | Cheshire CW12 3QG                               Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1260 226 392 E: mail@cloudside.co.uk

corporate days atCloudside

Red Lane, Nr Congleton, Cheshire CW12 3QG Tel & Fax: 01260 226392 info@cloudside.co.uk

CLAY-PIGEON SHOOTING IS THE UK’S FASTEST
GROWING SPORT. MORE & MORE PEOPLE ARE
DISCOVERING THE THRILL AND EXCITEMENT
OF REDUCING A FLYING CLAY TARGET TO A
CLOUD OF DUST.

If you’re looking for something completely different for your
Corporate Day, a day which everyone will enjoy and take home a
lasting memory of their experience, then Clay Shooting at
Cloudside is unchallenged. We offer a range of packages to suit
your needs. Choose from a competition day shoot with a prize
giving presentation and gourmet catering, 

or an archery or air rifle shooting day including expert safety
instruction for all. Our on-site shop can provide you with a wide
range of high quality shooting accessories and cartridges. If you’re
looking for somewhere special to hold a Civil Wedding or Wedding
Reception, Cloudside has just what you need. Our beautiful
grounds and views provide the perfect setting for Weddings,
Celebration Parties and Conferences. 

We also offer a range of themed events such as murder mystery
parties and wine testing evenings.

Please call Karen for a brochure on 01260 226392 or visit
www.cloudside.co.uk
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 
Three separate charger units (3kW each) are fitted to the battery, which allow 
both single-phase (20 hours) or three-phase charging (8 hours); for a passenger 
car this is unique.  A fourth induction charger is also fitted to enable wireless 
charging, a technology being trialled in Phantom ee.

the battery pack would be expected to last over three years were it to be used 
every day. Part of the programme however will be to test this assumption in a 
real world environment and deliver a more robust answer to the question of 
battery lifespan.

InDuctIon chaRGInG

concerns about lack of available re-charging infrastructure in towns and cities 
are well documented and critics of electric motoring point to the additional 
inconvenience of trailing cables connected between power source and vehicles.

to present Rolls-Royce owners with a vision of a potential solution to these 
problems, Phantom ee is testing a technology called induction charging. this allows 
re-charging to take place without any physical connection, delivering greater 
convenience for owners and hinting at the potential for a network of remote 
charging facilities. >>

 

Entwistle Guns
Established 1895

“The guns and country clothing store”

Obviously, we don’t expect everyone to buy a 
gun but please visit and browse around the best 
selection of outdoor clothing available in the 
North West.

Wide selection of Quilts, Fleeces, Waxes and 
Breathable waterproofs from Barbourm Musto, 
Deerhunter, Laksen, Rascher, and others. 

Wellies and walking boots from Hunter, Chameau 
and Beretta. Comprehensive selection of Air rifles, 
Shotguns and Rifles stocked with all accessories 
and ammunition.

254 Plugington Road, Fulwood
Preston, PR2 3PQ

Tel: 01772 718048
Email: entwistleguns@hotmail.co.uk

www.entwistleguns.com
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 
there are two main elements to induction charging; a transfer pad on the ground 
that delivers power from a mains source and an induction pad mounted under 
the car, beneath Phantom ee’s battery pack. Power frequencies are magnetically 
coupled across these power transfer pads.

The system is around 90 percent efficient when measured from mains supply to 
battery and it is tolerant to parking misalignment. for example, it is not essential 
to align the transmitter and Phantom receiver pads exactly for charging to take 
place. while pads are capable of transmitting power over gaps of up to 400mm, 
for Phantom ee the separation is in the region of 150mm.

the coupling circuits are tuned through the addi tion of compensation capacitors. 
Pick-up coils in the receiver pad are magnetically coupled to the primary coil. 
Power transfer is achieved by tuning the pick-up coil to the operating frequency 
of the primary coil with a series or parallel capacitor.

the pick-up controller is an essential part of the technology because it takes 
power from the receiver pad and provides a controlled output to batteries. It 
is required to provide an output that remains independent of the load and the 
separation between pads. without a controller, the voltage would rise as the gap 
decreases and fall as the load current increases.

The transmitter pad has been constructed to shield magnetic fields to prevent 
eMI egress to bystanders and the system operates well within internationally 
agreed limits. >>

Formed in 1984 by G.Eyre, Ge Garage Doors 
has built an enviable reputation locally for high 
quality garage door installations, garage door 
repairs, and electric garage door conversions. 
The company is now run by son J. Eyre who 
manages a small but dedicated and friendly 
team.

We offer a personal service free of pushy 
salesman, instead old fashioned honest advise 
and excellent customer service. We give a 
minimum 2 years warranty on parts and labour 
and upto 10 years on our garage doors. With 
free quotations and no call out fees our service 
is hard to beat.

GE Garage Doors Head Office             
31 Upper Hibbert Lane, Hawk Green

Marple, Cheshire. SK6 7JQ
                                                                    

T: 0161 426 0099 | 01625 290 072                                 
E: sales@gedoors.co.uk 

www.gedoors.co.uk
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc 

electRIc caRs anD the founDInG fatheRs of Rolls-Royce

charles Rolls, henry Royce and claude Johnson played their part in an electrical 
revolution that pre-empted the establishment of internal combustion as the 
dominant car engine technology.

henry Royce had developed a career as an accomplished electrical engineer 
before turning his expert hands to car manufacturing.

his business f.h. Royce and co, which began selling simple lights and bell sets 
in the 1890s, became prosperous through the design and delivery of dynamos, 
electric motors and industrial cranes. Royce’s many innovations include the patent 
for the bayonet bulb holder, a design that endures today.

one of Royce’s clients was Pritchett and Gold, a company based in feltham in 
Middlesex. as well as manufacturing accumulators they had developed a two-seater 
electric car, at least one of which was powered by a Royce electric motor.

the honourable charles Rolls also toyed with electric motoring in the years 
before the two men met. he had negotiated for the selling rights of an electric 
brougham, through c.s Rolls and co, in conduit street, london which latterly 
established exclusive rights to sell Rolls-Royce models.

It is likely that this car was part of the city and suburban electric car Project, a 
joint venture of two men, Paris singer and one claude Johnson. the project had a 
short life and Johnson left to join the rapidly expanding business of Rolls, latterly 
taking the role of managing director of Rolls-Royce. he became known as ‘the 
hyphen in Rolls-Royce’, with a pivotal role in its success.  >>

 A Promise of a Perfect Gift
The perfect gift begins with a Promise – created in the sensuous form of a 

Promise Box™ and marks the fi rst intriguing steps of a truly emotional 
and creative experience.

Then, when ready to begin, the recipient will become enthralled 
in the journey of transforming their own life story and 

achievements into a very personal Exquisite Memory Box™.

Receiving a Promise Box™ provides a tantalising insight into the fascinating 
journey ahead. The lid is decorated with marquetry inlay, especially designed 

to represent an element of the recipient’s passions or achievements.

Contained within, is a fi ne hand made key, which will in good time, 
unlock the original promise of a stunning work of art inspired 

by a life’s story in the form of an Exquisite Memory Box™ 
personifi ed as the perfect gift.

 Call 01332 824819 for a copy of the 
‘Little Book of Memories’ or visit our website 
www.exquisitememorybox.com 
to see examples of our work.

 Wheathills Farm, Brun Lane, Derby, DE22 4NE.  Telephone/Fax: 01332 824819  Email: janet@wheathills.com  www.exquisitememorybox.com 

 TRADITIONALLY
CRAFTED

 CLASSICALLY
INSPIRED
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www.plum-tree.co.uk      E: info@plum-tree.co.uk

From our earliest memories of comfort 
food to the explosive delight of your 
first gourmet meal, food is an integral 
part of all our lives.

Plum Tree is a contemporary catering company at the 
forefront of the industry.

The Plum Tree team believes passionately in delivering 
exceptional events and bespoke catering for weddings 
and special occasions 

Specializing in garden parties and formal events.

Or call us now on 0800 6127910 Providing bespoke event catering throughout the uk
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102eX – PhantoM 
eXPeRIMental electRIc
charles Rolls was on record outlining the merits of electric drive-trains - as well 
as raising prescient concerns about range and re-charging. he regarded a model 
called the columbia as the best of its type, commenting in automobile Journal:

“ they are perfectly noiseless and clean. there is no smell or vibration and they 
should become very useful for town use when fixed charging stations can be 
arranged. But for country use I do not anticipate they will be very serviceable – at 
least not for many years to come.” 

Later, when the first exports of petrol powered Rolls-Royce models were 
made to america, some authorities refused to believe they were not electrically 
powered, thanks to their legendary near-silent running.

In the 21st century silence remains a key signature for Rolls-Royce cars. 
other attributes of all-electric drive-trains also allude to famous Rolls-Royce 
characteristics. Power at low speeds is one example.

thanks to improvements in battery technology, it may be that the serviceability 
to which Rolls referred more than a century ago is now sufficiently developed to 
re-visit all-electric motoring as an option.

and to pose a 21st century question of customers, enthusiasts and the media:

electric luxury – can it be perfection or does it present an unacceptable 
compromise for Rolls-Royce Motor cars?

www.electricluxury.com

TIBBY OLIVIER Perfumery is one of 
England’s best kept secrets and to date 
remains the same; a limited, discreet and 
intimate production. Our customer base  
has been entirely established from referrals 
and recommendations provided by our 
regular clientele.

Based in Waddington in Lancashire, the 
main aim of the company is to get back 
to the root of perfumery by using organic 
essential oils and creating a range which is 
far removed from the mass consumerism 
of today.

Our unique blends of rare botanical 
extracts, absolutes and essential oils are 
hand-blended using the traditional artisan 
method of natural perfumery.

The art of perfumery with aromachology, 
therapeutic properties of essential oils, 
flowers, fruits, blossoms, leaves, twigs, 
barks, resins and wood are blended to 
achieve a multi-layered aromatic fragrance 
which outlast the commercial perfumes of 
today.

Our perfumes are truly exquisite, with a 
depth of fragrance that never fades but  
matures with time. An unopened bottle 
of TIBBY OLIVIER perfume would smell 
as good in one hundred years’ time as it 
does today; a true family heirloom.

Tibby Olivier 
1 Open Barn 

Backridge Farm
Twitter Lane 
Waddington 
Lancashire 
BB7 3LQ

Tel: 01204 469101
Email: info@tibbyolivier.com

www.tibbyolivier.com
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Perfumery
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53 King Street, Blackpool, Lancashire FY1 3EJ   Tel: 01253 620000

www.blott.co.uk

Go to our on-line shop to see our fantastic range of original fine art, 
including painting, photography, sculpture, prints and gifts.

If you go down to the woods (II)
– by Joanna Gillespie

Finger licking good – by Laura Havenhand

Mother and child – by Sylvia MasonDaves World II – by David Butterworth

Peaches I – by Corrine Streetly

Untitled – by Joshua Brown



Acumen’s guiding principles are to provide 
clear, straightforward advice to clients on 
their financial journey.

We believe that the best advice does not just focus on the 
money but on identifying the plans, dreams and aspirations of 
each individual and our role is to build a practical and successful 
financial plan to make those goals a reality. Anyone, from an 
absolute beginner to an experienced investor can benefit from this 
bespoke, highly personalised service and just like a finely tuned 
engine we make sure that those financial plans continue to run 
smoothly, getting our clients safely to their chosen destination.

At the core of everything we do is mutual trust and understanding 
and we know that only by spending time with you, asking the 
right questions and listening carefully to everything you tell 
us, will we discover what will make the difference for you, your 
family, your business and your future.

Why not find out more? There is no charge and no obligation for 
an initial discussion so please contact Angela Maher BA DipPFS or 
Jon Landy BSc(Hons) DipPFS for further details of how we can be of 
service to you..

Appointments can be arranged at our office or at a venue to suit you.
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 Investment advice

 Asset protection (personal or business)

 Taxation advice

 Educational fees planning

 Providing a legacy for your loved ones

                   Mortgage advice

 0333 121 0185                  info@acumenfinancial.co.uk

185 Liverpool Road South, Maghull L31 8AA
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info@acumenfinancial.co.uk

Your financial journey with our team on your side.

Rolls-Royce unVeIls aRt 
Deco InsPIReD caRs at 
PaRIs MotoR show
Taking inspiration from one of the defining movements of the 20th century, 
Rolls-Royce Motor cars proudly presents a selection of Ghost and 
Phantom family cars that celebrate the art Deco era.

the highly bespoke Phantom saloon, Phantom Drophead coupé and Ghost 
models were unveiled at the Paris Motor show 2012, in homage to the 
1925 Paris exhibition or exposition Internationale des arts Décoratifs et 
Industriels Modernes that gave the movement its name.

Phantom saloon’s black and arctic white interior hints at the visual language 
of the movement while a suite of art Deco-inspired interior detailing 
points to the creativity, skill and attention to detail employed by Rolls-Royce 
craftspeople.

hand-fashioned stainless steel inlays in telephone drawer, door cappings 
and rear picnic table backs subtly evoke the decorative style of the period. 
an echo of the rich heritage of the marque also lies in the art Deco-style 
geometric coachline pattern – a design conceived and used by Rolls-Royce 
on a show stand at olympia in the early 20th century. >>
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CHESHIRE’S PREMIER 
DRIVEWAY AND LANDSCAPE SPECIALIST

Knutsford • Tel: 01565 750 716 • 07977 416896
a1paving@hotmail.co.uk • www.a1paving.co.uk

Rolls-Royce unVeIls aRt 
Deco InsPIReD caRs at 
PaRIs MotoR show 
the elegant simplicity of Ghost is presented in two-tone, jubilee silver atop 
cobalto blue, whilst the interior features intricately designed and crafted 
marquetry in front and rear. a Phantom Drophead coupé furnished in 
resplendent mother of pearl onlays gracefully completes the show line-up.

“In Paris we have elegantly captured the essence of one of the great 
periods in 20th century design,” said torsten Müller-Ötvös, chief executive 
Rolls-Royce Motor cars. “these art Deco-inspired motor cars stand as a 
testament to the breadth of the Rolls-Royce bespoke offering, reinforcing 
the marque’s position as the world’s leading manufacturer of luxury goods.”

an exclusive collection of Bespoke Phantom saloon and Ghost family cars, 
inspired by the art Deco cars at Paris, will be made available to Rolls-Royce 
clients. >>
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BEST DRESSED
HOMES WEAR
SIMON BOYD

Poles & tracks

UP TO

RRP

50 %OFF

www.simonboyd.com

Full measuring service
Professional curtain making

Upholstery & loose covers    
Interior design service    

Full installation
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Huge savings

Chester CH3 5UG
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Knutsford WA16 6DD

01565 633855

Shrewsbury SY1 1PB

01743 363006

Gresford LL12 8LX

01978 854941
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collection of

W
allpapers

Curtain fabrics

UP TO

RRP

50 %OFF
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Rolls-Royce unVeIls aRt 
Deco InsPIReD caRs at 
PaRIs MotoR show 
For Phantom customers, exterior colours will be offered in infinity black, 
arabian blue, powder blue or arctic white, and feature a bespoke, twin 
coachline with an art Deco motif. an illuminated spirit of ecstasy, hinting 
at ornamental glassware of the day, completes the exterior detailing. Inside 
Phantom’s coach doors, touches like art Deco headrest embroidery, 
bespoke inlays on piano black veneer and tread plates sporting art Deco 
motif further reference the style of the period.

Ghost Art Deco collection cars are finished in either infinity black or arctic 
white with dual bespoke coach line and illuminated spirit of ecstasy. Interior 
styling includes handcrafted art Deco inlays, as well as olympia-inspired 
motif on tread plates and headrest embroidery. a black and white interior 
scheme featuring a choice of four seat piping colours takes inspiration from 
the colour palette of the era.

“for over a century a Rolls-Royce motor car has taken inspiration from 
the prevailing style of its time whilst retaining the marque’s unique design 
aesthetic,” added Giles taylor, Design Director Rolls-Royce Motor cars. “art 
Deco was defined by theatre, glamour and a sense of excitement. Working 
to create contemporary interpretations of these classic themes has been 
enormously rewarding for everyone in my bespoke design team.”   >>
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Flooring 4 You Ltd |  23 Hall Road |  Bowdon |  Altrincham |  WA14 3AY

• Karndean Gold retailer
• Unique bespoke oak floors
• Luxury carpets
• Turtle Mat stockists
• Design and installation service
• Proud sponsors of Bowdon Vale cricket club & Squash club

Tel: 0161 929 1974
www.flooring4youltd.com

NEW
Knutsford
showroom

opening soon

Rolls-Royce unVeIls aRt 
Deco InsPIReD caRs at 
PaRIs MotoR show
akin to the artisans of what is sometimes called high art Deco, only the 
very finest materials are employed and painstakingly crafted in every model 
leaving the home of Rolls-Royce in Goodwood, england. exquisite cashmere 
and finest leather combine to create an interior ambience that cossets 
passenger and driver in hallmark Rolls-Royce luxury.

specially sourced wood veneers, selected for richness and complexity of 
grain, are adorned with mother of pearl or silver inlays - the form and 
structure of the pieces reminiscent of the fine cabinet making so prevalent 
in the art Deco period.

In early 20th century design, Rolls-Royce cues provided inspiration for art 
Deco’s leading designers in fields beyond automobile manufacturing. The 
spirit of ecstasy, the mascot that has graced the prow of every Rolls-Royce 
motor car for 101 years for example, influenced Marcel Bouraine’s Papillon. 
His 1928 figurine in glass featuring flowing lines and outstretched wings 
helped define the decorative elegance of the era.
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Bespoke Gates, Railings & Grilles

Cu s t o me r  Sati s fa c t i on  Gua ra nt eed !

Gates         Railings         Security Grilles
Handrails         Brickwork

W E  S U P P LY  &  F I T

www.raylings.co.uk      T: 0161 787 8785      Mob: 07971 721 828
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What I Do...
Create practical, functional great looking gardens.
Style gardens to enhance your home.
Maximise the opportunities of your external space.
Translate initial ideas into fully detailed working drawings.
Use plants and features to give you year round colour and interest.
Maximise budgets by selecting the right plants and materials.
Save you money by tendering for the right contractor to do the work.

GARDEN DESIGN 
designer  of  beautiful  gardens  

What I Do...
Create practical, functional great looking gardens.

Style gardens to enhance your home.
Maximise the opportunities of  your external space.

Translate initial ideas into fully detailed working drawings.
Use plants and features to give you year round colour and interest.

Maximise budgets by selecting the right plants and materials.
Save you money by tendering for the right contractor to do the work.

Visit: www.mattnicholgardendesign.co.uk to find out how we bring gardens back to life

Visit: www.mattnicholgardendesign.co.uk to find out how we bring gardens back to life

d e s i g n e r  o f  b e a u t i f u l  g a r d e n s

GARDEN DESIGN Matt Nichol MSGD
Designer

07792 923 350
matt@mngardendesign.co.uk

M: 
E:

www.mattnicholgardendesign.co.uk
The Studio, 53 Yew Tree Lane, Poynton, Cheshire SK12 1PT

01625 403847T:

The Studio
53 Yew Tree Lane
Poynton, Cheshire

SK12 1PT

T: 01625 403847

What I Do...
Create practical, functional great looking gardens.
Style gardens to enhance your home.
Maximise the opportunities of your external space.
Translate initial ideas into fully detailed working drawings.
Use plants and features to give you year round colour and interest.
Maximise budgets by selecting the right plants and materials.



For the finest bespoke 
suits, shirts, stylish 
casual wear and 
sporting attire.

We welcome you to our 
showrooms in Alderley 
Edge, or for ultimate 
convenience, please 

allow us to visit you.

8 George Street
Alderley Edge

Cheshire SK9 7EJ
T: 01625 322240

E: showroom@harrisandhoward.com
www.harrisandhoward.com

Uncompromising Excellence

STAIRCASES FURNITURE HANDRAILS ARCHITECTURAL JOINERY WOOD CARVING DESIGN SERVICE
Offering continued commitment to excellence and the very highest standard of traditional craftsmanship
to create the finest bespoke staircases and furniture.

CALL US ON 01904 470 909 OR EMAIL US AT pascal@silvanus-interiors.co.uk
STATION APPROACH, STATION LANE, SHIPTON BY BENINGBROUGH, YORK YO30 1BS
www.silvanus-staircasesandfurniture.co.uk



Do you have the right cover for your 
Rolls Royce?
At Jelf we understand that an extraordinary car requires extraordinary cover, which avoids the need for worry 
if the worst should happen. Why should you use us?
  If you need to make repairs we won’t dictate where the vehicle should be taken, nor do we need numerous 

estimates
  We have a dedicated claims team and a single point of contact for all your requirements
  We offer multi car facilities to cater for all vehicles under one policy, with a single renewal date and 

enhanced cover as standard
  Our policies include, like for like vehicle replacement, any driver, agreed value, no blame bonus, driving 

other cars comprehensive to name but a few

Contact Lisa Gardiner 0161 245 1230 or Lee White 0161 245 1210 to see how we can help you.

www.jelfgroup.com
Jelf Manson, Kabel House, 15 Quay Street, Manchester M3 3HN

Jelf Manson is a trading name of Jelf Insurance Brokers Ltd (Reg No. 0837227) and Jelf Wellbeing Ltd (Reg No. 2647586) which are part of Jelf Group plc and are 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA).  Registered address: Hillside Court, Bowling Hill, Chipping Sodbury, Bristol  BS37 6JX (Registered in 
England and Wales).  Not all products and services offered are regulated by the FSA. Outstanding



Bespoke des ign  and bu i ld  t reehouses , 
p layhouses  and e leva ted  p la t fo rms

www.cheekymonkeytreehouses.co.uk
Tel: 01403 732452

cheeky
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Rolls-Royce MotoR caRs 
oPens eXPanDeD showRooM 
In Monaco
Rolls-Royce Motor cars Monaco hosted the grand reopening of the sole Rolls-
Royce showroom in the famous principality.  the Monegasque dealer and the British 
manufacturer of super luxury automobiles celebrated the occasion with a prestigious 
event that attracted the ’crème-de-la-crème’ at the côte d´azur, including prominent 
members of the business community and officials.

the new state-of-the-art showroom is located at the fashionable avenue Princesse 
Grace near the coast of the Mediterranean.  the 300 square metre facility provides space 
for displaying three Rolls-Royce cars and a configuration lounge which includes colour 
and trim samples from the home of Rolls-Royce at Goodwood.

speaking at the opening James crichton, Regional Director europe and south africa 
for Rolls-Royce Motor cars, said:  “I am delighted to see the opening of the new home 
for luxury on the cote d´azur.  Monaco is the natural habitat for our motor cars and 
provides a unique backdrop which reflects the myth, modernity and glamour of  
Rolls-Royce.”

frederic Duboc, Managing Director of Rolls-Royce Motor cars Monaco, emphasised: 
“the entire showroom is created to be a retreat from the pressures of the outside 
world, just like a Rolls-Royce motor car. our clients have the chance to explore the 
nearly endless possibilities in commissioning a Rolls-Royce.”   >>
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Gaucho Manchester
2a St Mary’s Street
Manchester
M2 3LB
0161 833 4333
manchester@gauchorestaurants.com

www.gauchorestaurants.com

Gaucho Leeds
22-24 Park Row
Leeds
LS1 5JF
0113 246 1783
leeds@gauchorestaurants.com

Rolls-Royce MotoR caRs 
oPens eXPanDeD showRooM 
In Monaco
to highlight these possibilities Rolls-Royce Bespoke Designer alex Innes was in 
attendance, offering insights into how to make a Rolls-Royce as unique as its  
owner’s fingerprint.

In 2011 nearly every Phantom sold in europe and more than half of the Ghost  
models were manufactured under the Bespoke programme.

Rolls-Royce Motor cars Monaco reopens in time to welcome the arrival of the latest 
Rolls-Royce model. Phantom Series II marks the first significant improvements to 
Phantom since 2003 and features several technological upgrades intended to improve 
the timeless appeal, performance and efficiency of the car. While the distinctive Rolls-
Royce grille and iconic spirit of ecstasy remain, the striking new front-end features 
re-styled bumpers and rectangular LED headlights – the first full LED headlights to be 
offered as standard on a production car. a new 8-speed automatic gearbox and rear 
differential not only enhance the driving experience, but decrease fuel consumption 
by 10%. Phantom series II also features upgraded driver assistance technologies, an 
updated satellite navigation system and new user interfaces, which augment to the 
effortlessness and ease that the driver experiences.

O c e a n  L i f e  A q u a t i c s  a r e  e x p e r t s  i n  t h e  d e s i g n ,  i n s t a l l a t i o n  a n d  m a i n t e n a n c e 
o f  t h e m e d  a q u a r i u m s .

Our services are available across the UK as well as Europe and the Middle East. We work with corporate companies such as River Island and Center 
Parcs, prominent restaurants and bars as well as private individuals.

From a simple goldfish bowl to a bespoke marine reef aquarium, we can turn your dream fish tank into reality.

www.oceanl ifeaquatics.net
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Classic Car Storage

VIP Car valeting are now providing Classic Car storage services from as little as £25 a week. We 
also offer an option of cocooning your car and battery conditioning. Your car will be stored in a 
safe and secure unit in an ideal quiet setting, that is fully alarmed. 

Leather Connolising and Repairs

Leather repair, areas of high wear such as bolsters can be recoloured (connolising is a term 
used for the recolouring of leather) and restored to their original look.

Alloy Wheel Refurbishment

If your wheels have become scuffed or damaged or have begun to show signs of corrosion, 
discolouration or flaking paint then alloy wheel refurbishment could be the answer. You may 
want to re-colour or customise your wheels or perhaps you are thinking of selling it and simply 
want to smarten your car up then VIP Car Sales can help. Contact us for more information.

Bodyshop and Vechicle Restoration

At VIP we have onsite a full bodywork repairing centre at our base in Cheshire. We offer 
repairs for anything from a small scratch or dent, to a complete respray and can repair most 
types of bodywork. Our car body experts can make your car look like new again with our 
paintless dent removal techniques.

www.vipcarvaleting.co.uk

Full Valet & Detatailing Service | Mobile & Office Based Valets

Rolls-Royce taKes “Best 
luXuRy caR” awaRD at 
Moscow InteRnatIonal 
MotoR show 2012
the Rolls-Royce Ghost has been honoured with the “best luxury car” award 
at the Moscow International Motor show. the award, based on the votes 
of 150 journalists made during exhibition press days, was announced today 
during an official ceremony at Crocus Expo. The award was received by Will 
Gellatly, Manager sales operations europe and south africa.

“we are delighted to receive this prestigious accolade for Ghost,” 
commented James crichton, Regional Director Rolls-Royce Motor cars for 
europe and south africa. “the award comes as Rolls-Royce makes its debut 
at the Moscow Motor show and I am thrilled that our Ghost, the Phantom 
coupé aviator collection and the Russian debut of Phantom series II have 
been so warmly received. Rolls-Royce represents luxury like no other brand 
and our Russian clients appreciate that cars carrying the famous spirit of 
Ecstasy figurine represent the pinnacle of luxury, the ultimate in refinement 
and the embodiment of success.” >>

DOLSERAU HALL COUNTRY HOUSE HOTEL
Your first visit is never the last ....
• An elegant Victorian Country House Hotel
• 5 acres of beautiful grounds and gardens to explore
• Luxurious bedrooms with Egyptian cotton linen, fluffy white towels and Molton Brown toiletries
• Enjoy a candlelit 4 course dinner created by our Savoy chef and his team in the Garden Restaurant
• Large car park close to the house
• Perfect location to explore the coast and countryside of Southern Snowdonia

Dolserau Hall Country House Hotel, Dolgellau LL40 2AG                                            
e-mail: welcome@dolserau.co.uk

01341 422522
www.dolserau.co.uk
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Rolls-Royce taKes “Best 
luXuRy caR” awaRD at 
Moscow InteRnatIonal 
MotoR show 2012
Following a significant growth in Rolls-Royce sales in the last 18 months, 
Russia has taken an increasing share in the Rolls-Royce global success 
story.  In 2011 Rolls-Royce Motor cars more than doubled sales in Russia 
compared with sales in 2010.  the manufacturer of luxury products recently 
opened a second dealership in Moscow, the city which hosts most billionaire 
residents globally.

Make your

Home & Business
a Secure One!

0800 085 4242

FREE no-obligation security survey of your home or business - call now!

www.secureone.co.uk

INTRUDER
& FIRE
ALARMS

MONITORED
SySTEMS

CCTV

ACCESS
CONTROL

■ Wide range of security systems - design, installation, maintenance

■ Our Engineers are based in YOUR area!

■ NACOSS GOLD installers. All work Fully Guaranteed

■	 Friendly,	efficient	service	24	hours	a	day	365	days	a	year

■ Over 25 years experience. All our systems meet British & European 
 Standards and Insurer requirements

■ Service contracts for any system - installed by us or not

■	 6	months	interest-free	terms	available

Secure One Limited, Warren Park Way, Warrens Business Park, Enderby, Leicester, LE19 4SA

mmc media ltd., starline House, 130 mowbray Drive, Blackpool, lancashire FY3 7UN

Tel: 01253 319882  |  Fax: 01253 319884
sales@mmcmedia.com  |  www.mmcmedia.com

To advertise here contact MMC Media
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Whether you are shooting clay pigeons, sipping champagne in the South of France on board your super-yacht, relaxing in a spa or pushing 
your adrenalin rush to its limits we will go that extra mile to ensure the best of times are even more memorable. 

Maroon Events also specialise in 
tailor made Corporate, Hen, Stag 
or Group events and would be 
delighted to help you achieve the 
event of your dreams.

Chartering a Sunseeker motor yacht is the pinnacle of style and 
luxury and a byword for elegance a� oat. Available for private 
or corporate use, Maroon Events o� er a full range of styles and 

sizes for all tastes and most budgets.

PRIVATE
A private charter in a range of exotic worldwide locations can o� er you 
and your guests total privacy and relaxation or the ultimate in exhilaration 
depending on the style of vessel you choose. All Sunseekers are made to 
the highest, personalised standards and o� er the unrivalled luxury you 
would expect from such a signi� cant brand.

The Maroon Events team can meticulously plan your experience from 
your own doorstep to ensure your travel to the boat is as relaxing as your 
time aboard and detailed itineraries can be prepared to make sure your 
charter surpasses all expectations.

Did you know that Sunseeker also o� er the new 88 Yacht, the largest 
and most luxurious charter vessel of its kind and available in UK waters 
making it ideal for a quick and easy week-end getaway without the 
dramas of the airport. A cruise along Britain’s incredible South Coast, or 
just a few days a� oat in the Solent close to the excellent marina facilities 
of Ocean Village, can be a truly unique and memorable experience.

CORPORATE
Incentivising high performing sta�  and rewarding achievement is the 
most e� ective way to develop loyalty in your employees and a team day 
out aboard a magni� cent Sunseeker is sure to focus minds and increase 
productivity. If you want to go a step further, a week aboard a Predator 
in the Mediterranean is hard to beat as an incentive to reach a target 
and your sta�  will certainly know you have their interests at heart and 
appreciate the originality, alternatively, a company reception on board a 
Sunseeker berthed in one of the many beautiful marina’s in the UK is sure 

to capture the attention of your audience and put them in the right frame 
of mind to do business and Maroon Events can prepare a tailor made 
occasion to suit any requirements.

Viewing one of the many incredible summer events from the � ybridge of 
your own Sunseeker must surely be the ultimate way to experience the 
occasion and the as you are also able to follow the action it also o� ers a 
truly unique perspective. Cowes Week, The Superyacht Cup and even the 
Monaco Grand Prix can all be seen better from a boat!

Maroon Events o� er � rst-hand knowledge and experience of the Sports, 
Entertainment, Media and Finance industries and understand the 
stresses and strains that can develop and the attention to detail that 
is required. In partnership with Sunseeker Charters we are the perfect 
brokers to appreciate your requirements and deliver the experience you 
expect.

More information on our � eet and possible locations is available from 
Maroon Events or by calling the Sunseeker Charters o�  ce and quoting 
this advertisement to make sure your are connected with the most 
appropriate consultant who will be happy to discuss any ideas or 
aspirations you may have.

MAROON EVENTS OFFERS UNRIVALLED 
PRIVATE AND CORPORATE SUNSEEKER 
BOAT CHARTER IN THE UK AND 
MEDITERRANEAN

The Pride of Event Management

Please Contact Ashley or Maddie on…

07787 823365  or  07787 823364  
Tel: 01625 471 829   

www.maroonevents.co.uk

Maroon Events are the Preferred UK Agent For Sunseeker Charter

The Pride of Event Management

Stag PartyGroup EventGroup Event Corporate EventHen Party




